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BUaUERaUE EVENING, CITIZEN
ALIiUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 28, 11)05.
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NGRESS MUST GET

NEXT WEEK

Most Important Subjects It Will Face

ident's Reputation is at

StakeTo

Not is Question.
NEW

MEXICO AND ARIZONA STATEHOOD

ALSO

Do

Moves Slowly, Ran- -
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Blow.

FREIGHT RATES CONSIDERED

Rogers Must Testify in
souri Suit Against
COMES UP
Standard Oil.

resign, and Chairman Shonts and EnWashington.
C Nov. 28.
gineer Stevens have used up the rest.
day, December 4, will see the assemIf the sea level canal is finally apFifty-nintcongress,
first proved by congress, additional money
bling of the
ession a congress which promises will have to be appropriated for its
to he marked In history as one of iae completion.
The democrats are preparing for
most notable ever held.
administra- an attack on the high salaries paid
President Roosevelt's
tion will be judged largely by what to clerks, auditors and engineers in
of the canal commission.
this congwss does, or declines to do, the employ
The subject of statehood for Oklato aid in carrying out his policies.
The principal business of the Fifty-nint- homa, Indian Territory, New Mexico
and Arizona will be brought at once
congress will concern:
to the front by Senator Beverldge of
Railway rate legislation.
Indiana, who in special champion ui
Federal control of Insurance.
the plan to admit all four territories
Panama canal.
President Roosevelt
Statehood for the four remaining as two states.
approves of this bill. There will be
territories.
lively times over this bill because AriThe German tariff.
zona is fighting tooth and nail against
The Santa Domingo treaty.
going in with New Mexico.
The deficit.
The German tariff situation is givReed Smoot, senator and Mormon.
more worry
The first day of the session will Be ing the administration
than It cares to admit. It is a bad
little accomplished. The senate will case,
and there seems to be no soluadjourn immediately, out of respect
a new
to the memory of, the late Senator O. tion in prospect. Germanywillhasbegin
to
house set of tariff laws which
H. Piatt, of, Connecticut. The
.1
til
operate against the United States next
win
nueim i rt
ci representativesswearing
In members, March.
preliminaries
of,
.
.
U
nffiAapa .
When they do begin to operate they
a speaser anul uiuci
reeling
the United
All the house officials are to b prac- will result in putting
tically the same as In the last con- States on the commercial "black
gress. The second day will be given list," and raising the rates on Imports
up to the president's message, which which we sell the Germans all the
way from 20 to 40 per cent. And
it tha Inneont fn VPfirH
The "paramount Issue" before thlsj these increases strike the general run
congress. Is railway legislation, mis of food products raised and manufacwill receive first and most attention tured in the west.
Congress will have to consider a
In the message and the rate legislathe Gertion will be urged above all other con- new reciprocity treaty with negotiatmans and Secretary Root is
siderations.
Federal control of Insurance Is to be ing with Speck von Stexnburg. the
Either there
urged upon congress with an Insist- German ambassador.
ence only second to the railway rate must be a treaty or commercial war
bill. The recent disclosures in New will start next March.
The Santo Domingo treaty by wliich
York have made It evident that the
time has come for the general gov the United States Is administering
ernment to step In, and If It has the customs of the island will also
any power under the constitution to make some powder for some hot
put forth that power to check these blasts in the senate.
The deficit ia not troubling connrffnnizatlonH. of caoltal. For
100 years it has been taken for- - gressmen as much as It promised to.
nearly
.
1.
.
..
r rt .1 ..
ii". w .
The recent treasury reports promise
o
inmi-- i
turn ineitr
?;ruiutfu I tl.n
very much
that of the separate state govern-nieut-in- s that the deficit willa be
year ago. In
smaller than It was
which might Interfere with
surance companies. That proposition fact, It may be so small as to amount
are
has come to le seriously doubted, and to nothing. The appropriations
congress is asked to pass a law which to be kept down to the lowest possiwill test the question. .Such a law ble figure, and the leaders are confiwould at once be taken by legal action dent that It will not be necessary to
amend the revenue laws or to alter
to the United" States supreme court.
de- the tariff act In order to provide more
The Panama canal enterprise
mands an Immediate emergency ap- income.
The impending session is known as
propriation for payment of the comThe $10,000,-O0- the "long session" of congress. It
ing month's expenses.
appropriated by the last congress will be terminated at the will of memmay
for the current year has all been bers of congress and the end
spent. Part of It was used by En- come in June or July, or the sessions
gineer Wallace for making the dirt might continue all summer. It all
fly.
Then Wallace was permitted to
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SHIPPING IS MUCH DAMAGED

RUSSIA AND

Lake Lashed Into Raging Billows Accompanied by
Rain or Snow.

Russian Workmen Had Neither ,
Food For Living Nor

BLIZZARD

ADVISEMENT

C

RANDOLPH AND KEELER
GIVE UNIMPORTANT TALK.
New York, Nov. 28. Edmund D.
Randolph, treasurer of the New York
Life, was the first witness before the
investigating committee today. He
testified that during the period of
financial distress some Massachusetts
bonds and New York city bonds belonging to the New York Life Insurance company, were deposited with
the United States government for the
First National bank of this city. This
was done because the secretary of the
treasury was demanding a high class
of securities against gojeemment deposits. The New York Life received
for the transaction $80,000, besides
Interest, said the witness.
James C. Keeler, formerly clerk of
the New York Security & Trust company, said that In 1900 or 1901, the
trust company paid Andrew Hamilton
$18,000 and charged it to the account
with the Union Savings & Trust company of either Tacoma or Spokane.
Keeler said that he understood all its
assets were warrants and debentures,
and were paid by the New York Life.

0

SENATOR PATTERSON'S CASE
TAKEN UNDER ADVISEMENT.
Denver, Nov. 28. Arguments were
beard in the supreme court today in
the case of Sirator T. M. Patterson,
cVrged with contempt of the supreme
court by the publication of certain
articles and cartoons printed in Patterson's papers reflecting on the court.
The matter was taken under advisement.

AUSTRIA

SAME

Money

INDIAN

EXTRAVAGANCE

as-

which the Morning Journal
atrihuted to him. Mr. Catron said:
"The report of the Journal is incorrect. The territorial session laws
were printed in Spanish and paid for,
hut the governor's message and accompanying documents, which were
ordered printed in Spanish, have not
been so published. At least they had
not been printed two months ago
although paid for last March.
"You can say that there was about
times as much
three and one-ha- lf
matter paid for as will be printed.
At the rate of 75 cents a thousand
om's, 3,000,026 ems were paid for,
when as a matter of fact, there will
be but 900,000 ems in the work when
finished. The auditor's and treasurer's reports have also been printed
and paid for at the rate of $12.50 a
page, and the commissioner of public
land's report at $6.50 a page. This
money was receipted for by the foreman of the New Mexican, some in the
name of Duncan, and some in the
name of McNary, public printers. The
New Mexican paid the public printers
$,500 for the job and it is supposed
these bills were made so large in order to muke up what the New Mexican Is obliged to pay the public
printers for doing the work. It is a
fact worth mentioning that although
the New Mexican does all the public
printing It has not been designated
:s the official organ."
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Holbrook, Ariz., Nov. 28. At 6 o'clock last night the Little Col- orado river reached the highest point in the history of this town,
9 as the result of twenty-fou- r
hours of steady rain on twenty Inches of f
4 snow in the mountains. The flood Is one foot higher than the one of V
on the river front was the only
V last May.
The solid rock rip-ra-p
'
thing that saved the town.
The Santa Fe railroad tracks were submerged at two places be- - It
't
e tween Holbrook and Winslow. No. 7 of yesterday is still tied up here.
' All eastbound trains are tied up at Winslow.
Superintendent Gibson te on the ground with a large crew of men,
and everything possible is being done to clear the track.
The delayed passengers were authorized at 5 o'clock p. m. to- day, to call for meal tickets at the expense of the Santa Fe Rail- road company,
Nothing definite is known at this hour as to when the trains will
move.
The river is now falling fast at this point. The Western Union 4
is 4
4 wires are still down at Holbrook and Winslow. The weather
cloudy and cold here today, with Indications of clearing up.

TRAINS MOVING AGAIN.
hours, trains began moving
After a stagnation of twenty-fou- r
regularly again en the Santa Fe this afternoon at 4 o'clock, accord- Ing to a dispatch received at the local station from Superintend-Is at Holbrook In charge of two work trains, repair- ent Gibson,-whIng the washout.
4
On authority of a dispatch received earlier in the day, train No.
7 of last night, which was held here until this morning, train No. 3
and a special train which arrived during the morning from the it
4 south, were sent west at noon with the understanding that the
e
4 road would be open by the time they would reach Holbrook.
Train No. 8, of last night, will be the first train to reach the city
from the west since the trouble began. This train and No. 4, of
last night and Nos. 2 and 8 of today are expected to arrive early
tomorrow morning in rapid succession.
Trains from the east are running about on time.

The court was occupied this morning with a number of divorce cases,
among them that of Luis Abeyta, a
Pueblo Indian of Isleta, against his
wife, Dominga Chihulgue.
In this case the plaintiff's plea was
abandonment. He said that the deleg
fendant attended to her family
vary little, spending most of her time
it. Albutiucrque and on one occasion
ventured as far as St. Louis without
his consent. The court sympathized
with Abeyta In his matrimonial trougranted.
bles, and the divorce-wa- s

i

4

The case ot Mcintosh against Romero, wherein the title of timber land
on the Chilill grant Is in question, in
which much testimony was taken yesterday, Is continued again this after-

e e

e
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LAS VEGAS P0ST0FF1CE FIGHT

noon.

Cases from the MeKinley couuty
court. In which a recess was granted
until November 25, and which has
been continued from day to day, because of the absence of the MeKinley
county sheriff and court documents, Special to The Citizen.
Washington. Nov. 28. The cas,. of
was continued again today until tomorrow The bad order of trains as the town of iJia Vegas, N. M., versus
the result of rains, is given as the rea- ' the postmaster general of the t'nited
son for the delay.
Stales, is now before the court of ap-- ;
PRINCETON'S PRESIDENT
Chicago Live Stock.
ieu!s of the District of Columbia, beAT ALUMNI BANQUET.
Chicago, Nov. 28. Cattle
ing brought from the lower court on
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 28.
Presiniarket steady to strong appeal, the case there haing been
dent Wuodrow Wilson, of Princeton,
beeves. $3.5(iffi r,.7r : ( nws and hi it decided In favor of lit; postmaster
will be the guest of honor at the an- ers,
$1.25i5 4.75; stockers and feeders general.
nual banquet which the Princeton
Texans, $tfHr,: west
This case inolves the rinlu of the
Alumni Association of Tennessee will $2.25H.75;
town of Las Vegas to have the post- give this evening. Among the dis- ti ns, $2.75(5 4.75.
tinguished alumni who are expected
to attend the banquet will be Hon.
John D. Davis of St. Louis, E. Scott
PUBLIC MEETING
TOMORROW EVENING. liullitt of lxjuisville, Hon. Cleveland
The committee from the city coun- Dodge of Cincinnati, and W. Donald
It is excil appointed to consider the social Mclyoan of Washington.
evil question and providing for some pected that about two hundred alumni
BIG
of Princeton from all parts of the
means of either suppressing or abatsouth will be in attendance.
ing the evil, will hold a public meeting at the city building tomorrow
Atlanta,
.. Nov. 2).
The A- term, it has become a precedent to se-- I
.veniug for the purpose of meeting the NtCRO SUNDAY SCHOOL
tlanta Chamber ot ('uiiimerce had great lect a new head every two year.
people who advocate suppression of
plans for the future, and today, at the President Maddox has been a forceful
the evil and receiving suggestions
WORKERS CONVENE annual
meet Ing and biennial election and able president and there are many
from them as to what should be done
of officers in the afternoon and at the who would favor his
but it
with the subject matter. The memgreat banquet In the evening, the lis believed that the established cusAn inr.-Atlanta. Oa.. Nov. L'S.
bers of this committee are Dr. G. W.
state rally and conference of net;
first steps will be taken toward carry- tom will be adhered to.
Harrison, lyouis Ilfeld and A. E. Walker. The reception will begin at 7:30 Sunday school workers nu--t nie io-- j ing out these ambitious plans. The j The banquet promises to he a big
day at the First
Congregation;! project which will lie launched con- affair.
Hoi ween three hundred and
'clock.
church for a two days' session. Iroui templates the holding of a big Indus- four hundred prominent so it hern men
OLDEST HOTEL IN THIS
inent iienroei, from this and other( trial exposition in Atlanta in lUlu. among them the govern.
of fitteeu
COUNTRY IS CLOSED. tfoutiieru ftates are In attendance, The matter will be tal.en up first in southern states, have I.e.
invited,
Wesi Brooktiebi. Mass., Nov. 28.
and there are also a number of prom-- : the annual meeting, at which the ofi:-iet- to attend, and most of tl,,:ti an- ex-- ,
for i he ensuing year will be pecterl to come, ((no of tin- principal
"he West ltrookfield House, paid to inetit white ministers, who will adThe conference elected. The
l'n the oldest hotel in continuous ser- dress l lnj tiatheriiis.
terms ol the guests will be Hon. Iiavnl Francis.
.
I'resi-uen- t
vice as such in the United States. Is held under the auspices of the In- - folio ing officers will expire:
the former governor of
and
It. K. MjiIiIox, Fir i Vic: Presioia been dusted and will not be open-s- i teriiar ional Sunday School Associahead of the Louisiana I' ltclia-,- . Kx-- I
again as a public house. There is tion, and several officers of that as- dent S;un 1. Jones. Second
poMlion. The exi;.ii: i. i. ,;j:i will be
t Presiliow no hotel in this town. The hotel sociation are present, among them W.: dent Wylie Pope, Tr
Joseph fully discussed nt lie .icipt. t a(1 o
as erected in 17'It. nr.d among its N. Hartshorn of lloston. the thair- - T. Ortue, Director l.oia.--. NeweH, H. is hoped that such
u
for the
guests ha-- been George Washington. nian of the executive committee, and Ij. Foreman, and Harxey 1.. Anderson project wiU li atu.i-eui. hat occaIJona-partPresident .1 hn Adams. Jerome
Marion Iawrence of Toledo. O., the While no actual rule exi j aainl sion that it will fa'ne
tangible
general secretary of the organization. the president holding ni'Te than tie form in ti e i,car f t' ire.
and General Lafayette.
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office Hiluated there Instead of In the
city of has Vegas, where the postmaster general of the Culled States
decided It should he situated, the town
being separated from tlie city by a
small si ream. The suit was tiled on
behalf of the town of I .ax Vegas and
uh the brief appears In the court of
appeals it name the parlies to the
suit as follows: Margarito Romero,
mayor; Jesus M. Tatoya, recorder;
Felipe Uelgado and llowman M. Williams, trustees; and the town council
of l.as Vegas, New .Mexico, versus
Ceorge It. Cortelyou, postmaster general of the I' lilted Stales
The suit was filed by the town of
I.H
Vegas on the ground that the
action of the ist master general waa
in violation of the law which specialty
states thai no postolllce once established at any county Meat shnll be
abolished or consolidated.
The posi master general held that
by sending the mail to las Vegas,
the I'nlted States government waa put
to extra expense; that the cily of Las
Vegas was selected as the logical
place for the postoffice and that free
delivery was extended to the town of
Las Vegas after the city of Las Vegan
was selected by the department as
the poHtottice.
The lower court sustained the arguments of the government and it it
from this decision that the town of
l.as Vegas appealed The town of l.as
Vegas is the old part of Las Vegas
and the city of l.as Vegan is the new
or American part of the same. The
o'd put had not ini olporated when
post tittices were I'ouso'.idaied.
'ie

t,,

ntiiu-oi-r-

'

e

BURYING THOSE

WHO

'

DIED

Vienna, Nov. 28. Som 200,000 representatives of organized labor mad
a demonstration .before the depart-men- t
buildings today, and paraded U
streets of the .capital in support of
their demand for the election of members of the Relchrath by universal
eo.ual and direct suffrage.
The demonstration was tinder the,
auspices of the social democrata.
Most factories and many shops am
closed.
The representatives of organised labor marched to the parliament bouse,
where a deputation presented a petition for universal suffrage and the
privilege of botri houses. The peasants are sympathetic. The premier
promised soon to lay the intentions of
the government in detail before tll
lower house. He said that he was
BIG VESSEL SEEN IN
firmly convinced that tranquility and
IMMINENT DANGER. order are the best means of promotMilwaukee, Nov. 28. A special from ing electoral reforms.
Port Washington, Wis., says: "A big
steamer is ashore about four miles RESISTANCE WHICH WAS
CERTAINLY MOST HEROIC.
from this port. The sea Is running
high and the vessel appears to be in
St. Petersburg, Nov. 28. The wora-men- s'
danger. A lire saving crew and a
council threatens the country
tug have gone from Milwaukee to her with another general strike to compel the employers of St. Petersburg,
assistance.
y,
who locked out about 7,000 men
WORST BLIZZARD KNOWN
to reopen their doors. TB
SINCE THE YEAR 1872. men had refused to return to work
Superior, Wis.,llov. 28. A furious under the old conditions. Delegates,
wind and snow
torm, starting last have been dispatched to cities in the
night, ia battering this city today. interior to ascertain whether or not
There Is no algn of abatement. The the worklngaien there will support
steamer Crescent City, is ashore near the movement.
Duluth and there are rumors of otb- Destitution is causing many worksteamers in the same predicament. men here to turn against the agitaA sixty-milKale tor hours lashed tors. During the last strike actual
Lake Superior into a fury and grave starvation prevailed. The men bad
g
fears are felt for
craft. money neither to buy food nor to bury
Considerable damage waa inflicted in the dead. There were cased of wor1'
the city. The blizzard is said to be men remaining naked in bed at bom
the worst slnco 1872. It Is later learn- having pawned every stitch of clot
ed that the crew of the Crescent City ing to relieve the. hunger,-o-f
Hit
!
escaped ashore.
families a.id teiunelTi.
:

Special to The Evening Citizen.
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DIVORCE

j

33

IN

yea-terda-

TINUED.

burg, to supervise tae shipment of the
large amount of railroad material
which has been contracted for to be
used in the construction of the Cordova road, from Cardova Hay, Alaska,
to Eagle City, on the Yukon, a distance of 5oo miles. The actual work
on the line will be begun in the
spring. The surveys were completed
In September and contracts for the
material needed and for its shipment
to Alaska were at once made.
It Is proposed to establish big terminals at Cardova Hay. The road will
be built up the Copper river and
through one of the richest copper sections of Alaska. The Copper river
valley is a section comprising about
25,000 sti u a re miles, with copper and
coal deposits of immense value, and
in addition to the main line of 'the
road, branches will be constructed to
all the sections that are being developed at this time. It will take about
three years to complete the entire
system, but as fast as the road reaches
any of the freight producing sections
it will be placed In operation.

HAGERMAN.

.1.

From every paper In the territory come good words for Herbert J. Hflrman, who la to be tha next governor of New Mexico,
and who l now on his way from Washington, D. C, to Rotwell. Mr.
Hagerman gives every promise of making an excellent executive. He
is able, fearless,, honest and unhampered by any factional tiea. It
is the avowed intention of Mr. Hagerman to attempt to secure the
passage of a law by the next legislature that will prohibit licensed
gambling.

AGAINST
ROMERO IS
M'INTOSH
BEING HEARD AGAIN TODAY
M'KINLEY COUNTY COURT CON-

D. A.
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 28.
Hon. T. B. Catron, of Santa Fe, is
Mr. McKenzle, the manager of the Alaska
in the city on legal business.
Catron was interviewed by a reporter Railroad company, has gone to Pitts-

sertions

A

J$SL)
HKRBERT

WORST

Chicago, Nov. 28. Blowing at the
rate of forty-fiv- e
miles per hour a
gale swept over Chicago and the surrounding territory last night. It was
accompanied by a downpour of rain.
Signs were blown down, street traffic waa delayed, and boats were unable to leave the harbor. One man
was struck by a falling sign and severely Injured. A police patrol box
was torn from Its fastenings and carried by the wfnd aqroas the sidewalk, crashed into a plate p'ass window.
On the lake, the wfnd raged
with a high sea, necessitating the removal of the boats anchored at the
mouth of the river to a safer position
farther west. Many basements In the
downtown district were flooded by
the rain.
fc

X

HON.

COURT GRANTS

DEVELOPING ALASKA'S
COPPER RESOURCES

COL. CATRON ON

-

States.

ta
i",

of The Citizen relative to certain

UNDER

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 28. The court
of appeals today denied the motion
made In behalf of Albert T. Patrick
for amendment of remittur, as a result of the court's dismissal of his
appeal, the conviction of murder in
the first degree stands. The matter
is purely technical, but it was of
great importance to Patrick because
its Intent was to have the court so
amend the papers as to show that the
points involving the appellant's rights
had
under the federal constitution
been passed. This procedure would
have facilitated Patrick's appeal to
the supreme court of the United

h

.

Chicago Feels Fury of a Politicsand Not Wages
Forty Five Mile
the Cause of Organ-

;

dolph on Stand,

DEMONSTRATION

Mon-

I).

t

Governor.

Investigation

LABOR MAKES

IS GALE SWEPT

New Mexico's Next

!

Insurance

LAKE REGION

lion. Herbert J. Hag'erman

IN II1S APPEAL

DOWN TO HARD WORK

DURING
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PATRICK FAILS

NUMHER 299

Spelter.

d

Louie. Mo..
strong, ai $i.20.
St.

Nov.

2S

lake-goin-

8EVERAL VESSELS HAVE

WHITEHOUSE CONSIDERS

BEEN BADLY DAMAGED.
FREIGHT RATE CONTRO
Washington, Nov. 28. It developed
Detroit, Mich., Nov. 28. A dispatch
says that a today that the subject tinder considfrom Alpena, Mich.,
forty-fiv- e
mile gale Is sweeping over eration at the White house confer-

the upper Lake Huron, and reports
RAVprnl ACftMant
Ttio
Ia uhlrtninir
barge Harvey Blsaell, which was tied
up at the outer dock, has been broken to pieces by the storm. The barge
Vlnland,
broke away from
her tow and ia aground off Alpena.
The steamer City of Holland went on
the rocks off Rogers City, where she
is pounding and leaking badly.
The
crew is in no danger.
coal-lade-

ence last night, was participated in
by the president. Secretaries Root.
Taft and Bonaparte, Senator Knox
and Commissioner of Corporations
Garfield, was the projected legislation
affecting freight rates. It was decided that nothing further was to be
made public on this subject oefore
the president's message should be
made public. There has been no
change in the president's views oat
this subject.

I

n,

j

Kansa City Live 8tock.
Sheep Receipts,
20,000;
market
steady; sheep, S45.f0; lambs, $4.75

Lead and Copper.

New York, Nov. 28.
$5.25; copper, strong,

7.50..

liad, firm at

at

117.

TROUBLE .WITH UNUTTERABLE
TURK IS NOT YET SETTLED
Constantinople,
Nov. 28 Detach-- 1
ments from he International fleet
landed at Mltylene Sunday afternoon
and occupied the customs and postal
buildings. The governor protested,
were of no
but his representations
avail. No further action will be
taken until December 1, when, If the
sultan does not accede to the demands of the powers, the Inland of
Tenedos, off the coast of Asia Minor,
will be occupied.
The Porte continues Its efforts to
obtain a modification of the financial
control, and alo to make the term
more acceptable to TurklBh views.
Mltylene Is an Inland in the Aeglan
ly
eat of Greece and close
to the mainland of Turkish Asia
Minor. The island, which In classic
timet! was known as Iesbos, contains
ti7(! siiiare miles, and a imputation of
mV-i'ct-

about

40,000 people.

The trouble between the sick man
of Kurope and the leading powers,
Germany excepted, has been of long
standing, and grew out of the promise made by Turkey of certain much
needed changes In governmental ad

'

ministration,
and which the Porta
readily promised, but never performed. The powers, losing patience, at
last demanded that they be pluced in
control of the finance of Macedonia.
This is a province formerly a part of
the Greek empire, but which Turkey
was permitted to retain when Greece
gained her Independence.
The sultan flatly refused the demand of the powers, and when notified that the island of Mltylene would
be seized if he persisted in bis refusal, he virtually threatened a massacre of the Christians in his dominion,
the number of whom is very large.
The powers let hi in know that such
an event would be very unfortunate
for htm, and proceeded to seize th
island, as stated in the telegram
alove. Turkey has a mere pretense
of a navy, but the Dardanelles, a narrow strait throiiKh which the ships of
the powers would have to pass, is said
Ui be very finely fortified.
However.
a number of islands In the Aegan and
the province of Macedonia Itself, may
easily become the prey of the ixiwers,
if lliiiifcs should come to the worst.
Kditor.j

POPE TO SEND SPECIAL LEGATE
TO SEE HOW CHURCH IS DOING
Koine, Nov.
Tin' positive announcement has been made in Vatican circles that the pope will send
to the United State.-- a hih diKiiiiary
of the church to Investigate all matters affecting ti,e church In America,
and to visit all the principal Catholic
liiisliliiiioiis In that country. The working of the parochial sc hools will I Tin
u the
a special ohjei'i ui' iminiry
part of the papal envoy, as luforma
t: "ii h.i reached the Vatican that, notwithstanding the lai'Ke number of

some years diiti by liishop Coiiary
of l.os Angeles, al the lime rector
of the Catholic University at Wash
I
tin ton, to convert borne of the Cuth-olicolleges at present exi.-titlr

c

,

p.lt'ih hul schl.OIS
in reuly every

t

a

111

- he.!

i.-

of

U'e

parish, thousands of
Cailiolic children tre still to be lolitld
cIhimIj.
This,
attending tile p'tblic
it bus been report hI le re, is i.ar'ii'il-latlthe a.--e in New Vois, 'itti tne
children ef li ilian p.ireiitM. ot whom
are eniolleii in the
Spelter, more than
public m hooN.
Tl.o plan
uee sted

lg

'

the I'nlted State Into regular high
schools, is also to be looked Into. This
plan has recently received much encouragement from several American
bishops, who regret the fact that
th 'Usainis of Catholic children, after
ending the course of studies in the
p:iroe''.hil schools, are oblged Ui attend the public- sc iiisils Im iuxe no
e tin ai iot.al
sttc i
iiis' itii' Ions
have
ro iile.l exclusively for Catholics,
in a few Uolat"d cases.
It is
now proposed that many of the
even those kepi In ti(, religions oi.le.s, shall change their curriculum so a.--, to conform strictly in the
course of studies
Inllovvc.l in the
public high school of (:.e country.
-

I

s.

t
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pWANT

POPULAR

Xntervd at Pootnfflr for trannmiwkm through the
anatl a wond cla. matter.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

4.4.4,4.4.4.4..4.4.4.4.4.

COLUMNS

4 .

y0NMABEl

NEV

ALBUQUERQUE,

Attociatrd Pirn Afternoon Ditpatrnn.
largwt C'lj and County Circulation.
Th largest Nrw Mexico Circulation.

larent

North

Arirnna Circulation.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:

It mall, one ypar In
Titr
Itoily by mail, pr month
"Wwfily

advance

WANTED
wages.
WANTED

remta per month, when paid monthly.

Known on Application

ui
Surwrihern will confer a favor by notifying
paper.
of the

wrnneriiately on any

he addreened to
All let tern and reniillanceK should
Company. Drafts.
Tn Citiikm rVBUHHINO
money ardera
expreaa
pont.ifliee
and
eKerka,
miat be nuide rayable to the order of the
mmpany.

OUR

n

,

Colorado IS

Capital and Surplus

$100,000

C

Money to Loan

inquire

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

painters,

rtiree

C. A. Hudson.
A boy to deliver
O. A. Mat mm & Co.

sttfr4444,4,44 4f

highest

.j..

.
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--CAMPBELL

SPEAKS

ON DRY FARMING

lias Revolutionized
the Pursuit of Farming in
the Great West.

Science

THE ART OF PLOWING EXPLAINED

HOW 41 POUND BIRD FOR W rilTE HOUSE LOOKS IN LIFE,
The .days of President Grant. Every one
Wtnterlv. 11. I.. Nov. 'K.
turkev President Hoosevelt und his has been a prize fowl," but Mr. Vose
family will eat on Thanksgiving day says the one that will go to President
Is primed and ready for the hatchet, Roosevelt is the finest he has ever
weighing 41 pounds.
raised on his farm here.
San Juan will be snipped to WashThe big gobbler's name, is San Juan.
He stands nearly four feet tall, and ington in a big crate that Nooks like
nere's a photograph taken of him on an upright piano lox. One of .Mr.
the farm. As usual, he Is the gift of Vose's farm hands will travel with the
Horace Vose, who has supplied White bird to deliver him Into the hands of
House Thanksgiving turkeys sinco the the president.

Prof. H. W. Campion, father of the
"Campl"!! system" of dry farming.
lectured to the students at the Agricultural college. Kort Collins. Colo. HOYEY ANSWERS
last Saturday morning on the science
ALGODONES WRITER
of farming successfully without irrlga
tkn. In brief. Mr. Campbell said: re
"Ten years ago very few of us
RELATIVE TO SCHOOL MATTERS
alized that it made any difference
IN THAT DISTRICT OF SANDOthought
when the soil was tilled. We
VAL COUNTY.
upon
the
that everything depended
systematic To Evening Citizen:
by
We have,
season.
found out
study and observation
Algodones, N. M Nov. 2;i. In the
many things about farming, and we columns of your most esteemed paper
we
say
mat
have advanced enougti to
of the 20th insl., there appears a parknow what to do, when to do it and agraph headed "Algodones Items" as
expect.
may
Drouths special correspondence, under date of
what results we
of course, have their effect, but we Nov. ltitli. 1905. In answer to said
damage
from article, which I consider a slander
know how to minimize
thiH source.
from the man who wrote same, I de"After all, the farmer is the corner sire to say furthermore that I defy
structBtone upon which the business
Mr. J. H. Madden to prove his asserure rests. Ten years ago there were tions. First he has basely and falsely
over
the
Almost total crop failures all
lied, inasmuch as saying that no
west. People did not know what 1o school has been held in Algodones, as
at
was
go.
Business
do nor where to
the
has been in session since
standstill,
merchants the school
a complete
tith Inst. The writer of these
the
they
knew
bought little because
lines being in charge of the school,
farmer could In turn purchase but with an attendance of 54 school chilfarmer,
little, and this was because the
dren of this place; now if the writer
raised nothing and had no money to of the said Hlanderous article has been
buying
pay old debts with, let alone
killing ducks or geese In his frequent
new goods. The manufacturers hail nightmares, I am not to blame for his
time,
railroads
their men on half
ignorance in our precinct
Now
were transporting little, and in short, with regard to the school affairs.
to
director
was
chaotic
in
a
business generally
whom he refers as a man "Illiterate"
growing
is
now
condition. The farmer
who was
this year; as
four blades where he formerly har- and
school director, I beg leave to say
poor
at
a
one
vested one blade, and
the people of this precinct simply
that, and as a result, business is that
sliowed the fact that they have all
good everywhere and values have inin the man referred to, who
creased, and It is not liecause of a confidence
is a man of family, who has three or
just
we
are
'boom' but because
four children of school age. He Is
to realize the intrinsic value owner
of personal property, owner of
agricultural
land.
of -- our
real estate, a
and an honest
Scientific fanning, which just now straight-forward
gentleman. He furia doing so much toward the reclarefers as to four Americans of
mation of the raw prairie laud of the ther place
having cast their votes for
west, is not confined to the simple this
does he call
question of deep plowing, subsurface him to their shame; what
packing or frequent shallow cultiva- the rest of the men who voted for
of Mr. Pedro
the
tion. There are condition on every him? Ifdoes
Mud-defarm that must be considered sep- Ixibato is verynot suit Mr. J. H.us; Mr.
immaterial
it
to
the
C.enerally
speaking,
arately.
ground should not be plowed when it J. H. M. has neither family, home, or
has never contributed w)th a
is dry. There should be some moist- country,
ure. When the soil Is moist it readily single cent towards taxes or towards
breaks apart. The plow should be im- schools, not even paid his poll lax.
consider that his interest
mediately followed with the subsur- Therefore
or county affairs is very
face packer and this jetties the soil iu school
firmly. Follow next with the Acme slack: on his part itshows that he is
harrow, and the result Is a fine mulch. a most ungrateful man, as be has alThe soil is now in what we call fine ways received nothing hut kindness
condition, which enables it to hold at the hands of the Spanish American
moisture, to increase the power of cap-- , residents of this prieclnct, who have
iliary attract ion. and it also facilitates fed him, roomed him and cared for
hliu in his roamings. If he is trying
root growth.
"Chemical composition of the soil to pose as a writer, or working up nois not everything. Equally important toriety, he iias started th wrong way
is the physical condition, by which the and these people are ready to stand
plant food Is made available, and by by their rights and are better and
which we can control the water and more of American citizens than he i"
Yours respectfully.
I he air.
The air in the soil is just as himself.
(). P. HOVKY.
important as he water in growing a
crop. This fact we have demonstratCONTRACTORS,
ATTENTION.
ed on oiir farms in Nebraska
and
Kansas. There is a bright outlook for
Proposals,
bids
or
for tne construc
young men who take up farming as a tion
of a
brick business
business, but if you succeed you must building,
cellur,
with
stone foundayour
In
to
date
be tip
methods. You tion, of 50x80 feet, are solicited. Bids
have at this college an opportunity to will bo
until December G,
form correct Idea of live stock pro- 1905, at received
10 a. m.,
re
architect
duction, crop culture, and in short. serving the right tothe
reject any or all
you take up farming after your course
Plans and specifications can
here, you are a hundred times better bids.
1)0
bad by applying to Q. Pal lad '.no,
prepared than those of us who have architect,
331 North Fourth street.
for years been studying the science
of farming.''
CEMtNT FACTORY
tax-pay- er

n,

six-roo- m

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

CHEAP RATES OVER

1

THE SANTA

FE ROAD

Chicago Live Stock Show.
Every stockman needs the inspiration and benefit of the international
Live Stock Exhibition. Will be held
'05. Arrange
in Chicago, Dec.
your plans to include a trip to Chicago for this event. Tickets on sale
Dec. lti to 19, inclusive. Special rate
of 145.00, via Santa Fe.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
ltl-2- 3,

,

The Great Cattle Exhibit.
At Union Stock Yards, Chicago, December 16 to 23, inclusive, is an event
that should not be missed. The aristocracy of the bovine kingdom will
be there. Attend the 'International"
by all means. Ixw rates ($45.00) via
Santa Fe. Tickets on sale December
lti to 19. Inquire at ticket office.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.

Two-hors-

d
Every
Citizen
Should plan to patronize the International Live Stock Exposition at
Chicago, Dec. 16 to 23, inclusive. It
stands for growth and expansion in
live stock production. Of course you
are gofng? Low rates via Santa Fe.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
Broad-Mnide-

j

New Tailor Shop,

J. Morelll, the well known tailor
has reopened a tailor shop on North
First street, where he is ready to
clean, press and repair ladles' ana
gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Patronage of former customers solicit
ed.
A.

l

FIND

Socorro Mourns the Death of Mrs. W.
H. Sanders.
The sad announcement came to Socorro the other day that Mrs. W. H.
Sanders, wife of one of Socorro county's leHiling hiockmen and best known
citiiens. had died in San Diego, Cal.,
ays the Chieftain. Hut little is
known here of the circumstances of
Mrs. Sanders' death, other than that
she submitted to a dangerous surgical
operation for relief from a disease
which she had suffered for several
years, anil that she survived the operation only a few minutes.
Mr. Sanders ami other members of
the family will have the hearty sym
pathy of a large circle of relatives and
friends In their bereavement.

Add Cream
a

saucer of

PLANNED
FOR ESTABLISHMENT
NEAR ROSWELL IN PECOS VAL
LEY.

Flour,

RELIEF

The Case of Mia Irene Crosby Is One
of Thousands of Cures Made by Lydl
ETPlnkbam's Vegetable Compound.
How many women realize that menstruation is the balance wheel of a
woman's life, and while no woman ia
entirely free from periodical suffering,
it la not the plan of nature that women
should suffer so severely.

1

1

"nix-kettle-

i

Grape-Nut- s.

nue.

NOTICE

WORTH

FOR

Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, October 31, 1905.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on December 6, 1905, viz., Juan
Bautlste Kowemlsneh, of Valencia
county. New Mexico, for the SH
SW'U, N',4 SWM, section 28, township
12 north, range 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land,
viz., Gertrudes Heco, Jose Gonzales,
Hisenta Alonza and Teodoro Powto,
all of Laguna, New Mexico.
,
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
Thousands of American women, how-TerRegister.
have found relief from all monthly
suffering' by taking Lydia E. Pinkham'i
A Disastrous Calamity.
Vegetable Compound, as it is the most
It is a disastrous calamity, when
thorough female regulator known to
you
lose your health, because indimedical science. It cures the condition
which causes so much discomfort aud gestion and constipation have sapped
away.
it
Prompt relief can be had in
robs menstruation of its terrors,'
Dr. King's New
They
Miss Irene Crosby, of 313 Charlton
Life Pills.
up
your digestive organs, and
(la.,
build
writes:
Street F.at Savannah,
" Lydia K. I'liikham's YeguUble Compound cure headache, dizziness, colic, conIl a true friend to woumii. It ha been of stipation, etc. Guaranteed by all druggreat benefit to nin, curing nis of irregular
gists; 25c.
nil painful menstruation whxa everything
else had failed, and I gladly recommend it to

i

white-coating-

.

CURE f he LUNGS

Dr. King' S
New Discovery
WITH

0NSUUPTI0N

forQOUGHSand
OLDS

ad-ric- e.

buret

Pries

60c $1.00
Free Trial.

UaiccBt Cure for eJl
THROAT and LUNG TROUB.
ttLni

UES. or MONE1 BACK.

Would you take No for an answer

ASSAYERS.
CORBET & COLLINS,
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United

if you knew you were right?

States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
RAILROAD TICKETS.
Cut Rates.
For reduced rates to and from all
points, no to Paulsen's Association
Rialmad ticket office. Railroad tickets
bought, sold and exchanged.
REAL ESTATE.
'

e

That's the reason we say again

A GAS HEATER
is a boon to the

household.
There

i i i i ) i t t4
v

t

S

e
e
e

'

e

morning and evening tonic an
see if hey are not vtorlh while. A
telephone lnessagi a card of a visit
will stan ne gas
or homewards.

t t t lti

i

e

a Ks, it ii I i.l i n a , nnl ,.n t finf olcn
It works

tj

ln-a-

Do It Today!

'a

The Albuquerqua Gas, Electric Light & Power Company

A

all

nvL
:

Every Ounce You Eat.
a
Everv ounce of food vou cat that
to digest does a pound of harm. It
turns the entire meal into poison. This
not only deprives the blood of the necg
essary
material, but it
noisons it. Kodol Dvanensla Cure is
a perfect digestant. It digests the food
regardless of the condition of the
stomach. It allows that organ to rest
and get strong again. Relieves the
Belching, Heart Burn, Sour Stomach,
hi,lluAcM(in
I'al itt flt iin s,f iha ItAArt.
I etc. Sold by all druggists.
tissue-buildin-

1

i

What's the use of a helper, if 4
he isn't willing? Willingness Is
an ampltf mantle which will al- most cover all the sins of serr- - eT'
ice.
But a classified advertise- nient in 'Hie Evening Citizen is a if
willing helper that Is not only

e a willing worker.

ones:

a

e

ri111
t i muiit tikifti iuri IDCPe

i

'4

logical

reasons

r

Real Estate and Insurance.
Money to Loan.
215 West Railroad Avenue.
e e a a

are

Economy, comfort, no dirt, no bother,
no worry,
and always ready, heat
where and when you waut it by
of a match. Turn off the gas
and the expense slops. You can't do
that Willi a furnace. Try a gas heatfi-lo-

H. B. GILCHRIST,

the world.

KILLtmi-COUG-

and

n,

TRYING.

PUBLICATION.

IL E. No. 5968.

."

and you have a
delicious meal
without cooking

FREIGHT WAGONS

Miii Irene Crosby )

1

and Provisions

s

A dispatch from U nwell dated No
A
large cement
vetnl.er L'.'i.
factory will be Iniili mi the Pecos river
near tlii. city, and will l,e under
by January I. At the start,
mi men
will lie employed.
The plant
will be built by the Acme Cement
company, which is one of the foremost
of the country. Il iias live mills; one
at Laramie, Wyo., one at (irand Rapids, Mich; two In the Indian Territory
hcKe fac
ami one at Acme. Texas.
tories have a daily output of simi
tons, hut the company is now l.'i.ooi)
tons behind in its onleis
The plant here will be a
mill, which will have a capacity of
Imi tons per day.
The cement here
will be made from gypsum, a bed of other lufferinK women."
which at the point where the factory
Women who are troubled with painwill be located, has been pierced for ful or irregular menstruation, backforty feet, and the hoMimi is still nil ache, bloat iujf (or flatulence), leucor-rluea- ,
,
it iifulling-- , intlummation or ulcera.i . il 'I')),- ... iiiii i .i filiii.irit
i
Til,. L'vnnm
liloweil un. tion of the uterus, ovarian troubles,
Itille
" feehnif, dizzi- ground, and "dry boiled" In lajgi' ket- that " beurinir-dowtles. Tile intenre lieat Is applied until nebs, faintness, indigestion, nervous
all but Iimiii
to 7 per cent of the prostration or the blues, should take
It Is claimed immediate action to ward off the beri-ou- s
moist nre is n mined.
consequences, and be restored to
thai ibis makes a perfect cement for
perfect health und strength by takiutr
use iu iilaMeriii); and
The ecu. i at w ill not he used in build- Lydia E. Pinkhaiu's Vegetable Coming walks.
pound, and then write to Mrs. Pink-liaiLynn. Mass., for further free
Experts declare that the gypsum
Thouiuds have bet-- cured by
beds on I lie Pecos river at e the finest
so doing'.
In the world.

,i:

RUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER

two-stor-

DIED IN SAN DIEGO.

Bank

0OOO4OOO4
?.

PAINFUL PERIODS
WOMEN

The State National

46-4-

International Exhibition.
The crown of all exhibitions for live
stock purposes is the "International."
It will be held at Union Stock Yards,
Chicago, Dec. 16 to 23, Inclusive. Of
course you will plan to attend? Only
J45.0O via the Santa Fe.
You may
buy your ticket any time Dec. 16 to
'
19.
Inquire at ticket office.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.

AMERICAN

e

i -

1

to

15c.

V

IllifHOml:

Automatic IR3

CHARGE,

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE4
as $10.00 and as high
'papers. CEIPTS, as low
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
Call at
One
Time:
and strictly private.
WANTED Roomers and boarders; month to one year given. Goods reWith Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
5
no Invalids. SI South Edith street. main In your possession. Our rates
A good
WANTED
girl for general are reasonable. Call and see us behouse work. Apply at Castle Hun- - fore borrowing.
ing
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
ANTED Window and Hore
parts of the world.
Golden
Rule Dry (Joods
company.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
AN TED Clerk for general store;
PRIVATE OFFICES.
good salary for the right man. Ad' Open Evenings
dress, O., this office.
Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Gentlemen s second-hanWANTED
PROFtSSIONAL CARDS
clothing. No. 515 South First street
Accounts Capital, $15d,000.00.
8011th of viaduct. Send address and
DENTISTS.
will call. R. J. Sweenpy, proprietor
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
FOR RENT
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
SOLOMON
LUNA,
F(JK
President
Surgeon.
RENT Large, "turnished fforf
Dental
WS. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
room, over postofllee.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldridge
FOR RENT Nice, furnished rooms the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
511 West Marquette avenue.
mall.
FOR RENT One nicely furnished
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
room. 214 South Walter street.
306
Office
avenue.
No.
Railroad
FOR RENT New
modern
8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
house. Porterfleld Co., 110 W. Gold. hours,
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. ApFOR RENT Large, front room, nicely pointments
made by mail.
furnished. 410 West Lead avenue.
LAWYERS.
FOR RENT Four room furnished
house. 215 Atlantic avenue. Apply
Bernard S. Rodey.
on premises.
Albuquerue,
FOR RENT Two sunny front rooms, N.ATTORN
M. Trompt attention given to all
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
406
complete for housekeeping.
business pertaining to the profession
North Arno street.
In all courts of the terrirooms for Will practice
FOR RENT Furnished
and before the United State
Officers and Directors,
housekeeping. Large and airy. 524 tory
land office.
JOSHVA S. RAYNOLDS
West Railroad avenue.
President
M. W. FLOURNOT
Ira M, Bond.
Vice President
FOR RENT
Apartments in Park
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWx32
F street
FRANK McKEB
Cashier
View terrace, eight rooms each;
W., Washington, V. C. Pensions,
R, A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
modern equipment throughout. H N.
patents,
lands,
copyrights,
caveats
H. F. RAYNOLDS
.Director
H. Tllton. room 19, Grant block.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
FOR .RENT Nicely furnished cotR. W. D. Bryan.
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.
tage flats, two and three rooms, $10
JIi2:F:
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
and $15 per month. Mrs. .Norrls, que, N. M. Office,
National
First
,
524 John street, east and of viaduct.
Authorised Capital
$500,00Q.
building.
rooms, by Bank
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
FOR RENT Furnished
$250,00O.W
E. W. Dobson.
day.week or month; also for light
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crom
housekeeping. The La Veta, 113
Depository tor Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe Railway Company
well
Albuquerque, N. M.
block,
West Lead avenue. Mrs. J. Flaming,
proprietress.
John H. Stingle.
ATTORNEY-AT-LASuite 16, N
FOR 8ALE
T. Armijo building, Albuquerque
FOR SALE
farm wa"gon N. M.
in good condition. Apply 214 South
ARCHITECTS.
Edith street.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling- FOR SALE Horse, and cushion tireu
Barnett building
buggy, almost new, at a bargain. ford, rooms
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
112 John street.
3
CIVIL ENGINEERS
SELL, RENT OR TRADE List your
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
OF ALBUQUERQUE
D. F. McCrolling.
South Broadway.
Civil engineering,
surveying and
FOR SALE Medium size safe; Tn
good condition, at the Golden Rule drafting, 209 Railroad avenue. Automatic 'phone 740.
Dry Goods company.
CAPITAL- 1100,000.00
FOR SALE Must leave town, an
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
DEPOSITS
1250,000.00
...
will sell my piano at a bargain. Ad
dress, B. O., this office.
A. L. Morgan.
We have fiad a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good busiof our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
ness for city property. T. L. Mc- TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
cheerfully furnished; job work solicSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
ited.
724;
at
phone,
shop
Automatic
FOR SALE A handsome Hardman
0
piano, in fine condition and almost 911 North Sjond street, Albuquer
O. N. MARRON. President. D. A. McPHERSON, Tics Presides.
que,
M.
N.
new, at a bargain.
For particuJ. B. HERN DON, Cashier. ROY Mc DONALD, Assistant Caaaler.
0
lars, call at this office.
PHYSICIANS.
o
For SALE Furniture of a
cottage in lots to suit purchaser.
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Must lie sold at once.
House for Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
rent. 120 South Arno street.
.Room 25, Whiting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
r
telephone, 410.
ESTABLISHED 187
J "OLD RELIABLE"
TO EXCHANGE Good improved city
o.
c"h."connor,md. d.surgeon
property for vacant lots. T. L. Mcphysician
Osteopathic
.
and
L
Spadden, 800 South Broadway.
President New Mexico Board of OsteoMcSPADDEN
The exchange man. pathy.
successfully
All
diseases
See him for business exchanges. treated. Office in' Barnett building.
300 South Rroadway.
9
2
to
Hours,
and 2 to 4. Both tele
phones. Sundays by appointment.
FOUND.
FOUND
Pocket book containing
Grain
FALL TERM.
money. Owner can secure same by
paying for this notice and applying Albuquerque Business College Opens
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
Monday, September 4, 1905.
at Albuquerque Mill Co.
In the Southwest. ,
Bookkeeping
Courses
Penman
and
"I Thank the Lord!"
ship,
Eng
Typewriting,
Shorthand,
cried Hannah Plant, of Little Rock,
FARM AND
Ark., " for the relief I got from Buck-len'- lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw
Arnica Salve. It cured my fear lng.DAY
AND EVENING SESSION.
ful running sores, which nothing else
RAILROAD AVENUE
ALBUQUERUE, N. M. (
For particulars, call or 'address
would heal, and from which I had sufG.
RAMSAY,
S.
Pres.
fered for five years." It is a marvel
R. O. STOLL. Secy.
ous healer for cuts, burns and wounds,
Library building, East Railroad ave
Guaranteed by all druggists; 25c.

Thb Evkhino CIT17.KN will be Heliven-- In the
city at the low rate of 2(1 cent per week, or for BO
Made

MINIMUM

WANTED
Fags,
lean
The Citizen office.

W A N T E 1J

Daily by Carrier, 60c per month
Adrertlslng Rates

Make your wants
known ttirougn
these columns.

In- -

sertlon.

MEXICO

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them

6."n
2.00

hf mail, one year

One cent per word, each

Here you'll find
what you've been
looking for.

x
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Montezuma Trust Co.

The Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business

Official Paper of Hernaiillo County
and City of Albuquerque.
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BAP K OF COMMERCE

203 W. F ailroad Av.

At Consistent Prices

.1.

TO

re

HALDRIIJGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
(.'HERMAN-WILLIAM-

PAINT

loSst" mo.? Sonoma VST
measure.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE

BUILDING

PAPER

PI""'

Alwsys

C'1'

Paint, Olass, Sash Doors, ete.
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

NEW COMPANIES

UK MMB

ARE INCORPORATED
And Filed Papers With Territorial Secretary te Do Busi-

ness in New Mexico.
HORIN

McGAFFEY

IT ITLISd
Providing the Weather Permits

.

COMPANY

To prove to the good people of Albuquerque that all we have said about the beautiful 50 foot
lots in the Eastern Addition, Highlands,' is true, we have arranged for
of residence

The following articles of incorporation liave lircn nied In
Territorial Secretary J. W. Kaynolds:
Company.
The Horabin-McGaffeThe incorporators are William Hor-abiand A. O. O. Cooke, of Thoreau.
New Mexico, and A. B. McGatTey, or
The capital stock of
Albuquerque.
Is placed at $30,000, dithe companyS.OtM)
shares of the par
vided inio
value of $10. (Ml each, with the amount
of stock taken bv each incorporator
William Horabln 1,499
as follows:
the-offl-

PAGE THREE.
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shares,

A. B.

McGaffey

1,499

TRIMBLE'S BIG FOUR HORSE TALLY HO

Bhares

and A. C. O. Cooke, two shares, making a total of the full amount of capital stock subscribed. The term of
the existence of the company la fixed
at fifty years, and the principal office
or the company is located at Thoreau, McKinley county, the principal
agent being William Horabln. The
objects of the company are to con-duct a general merchandise, real estate, cattle, lumber and banking business, and to deal in Indian wares.
Corporation Trust Company of New

tp make hourly trips from the office of the Surety Investment Company.
Street, opposite Barnett Building, on

South Second

110

J

Thanks

Mexico.

The Incorporators are Howard K.
Wood, of 135 Broadway, New York
city ; Kenneth K. Mclaren, of fhe
aln)ve address and Charles H. Spencer
of Santa Pe. The capital stock of the
company is placed at $10,000. divided
into 100 shares, of the par value of
$100 each, with the amount of stock
taken by each incorporator as follows: H. K. Wood, 10 shares, K. K.
McLaren, 9 shares and C. H. Spencer,
one share, making $2,000 subscribed.
The term of the existence of the company Is fixed at fifty years. The principal office is 101 Washington avenue, Santa, Fe, N. M., and the principal agents are Hanna & "Spencer. The
object of Hie company( is to conduct a
general trust business,' acting as administrators for corporations and persons, and to conduct a banking and
.safety deposit vault business.
Toltec Irrigation Company.
are Olartin M.
The incorporators
Bailey, of Danville, 111., and Thomas
B. Catron, Charles C. Catron, Robert
C. Gortner and Alois B. Renehan, of
Santa Fe, N. M. The capital stock
of the company is placed at $250,im0,
divided into 25,000 shares of tne par
value of $10 each, with the amount of
stock taken by each incorporator as
follows: M. B. Bailey, 2.0(H) shares:
T. B. Catron. 500 shares; C, C. Catron, 500 shares; R. C. Conner ,500
shares, and A.' B. itenehan 500 shares,
making $40,000 sulracribed. The term
of the existence of the company is
fixed at fifty years. The principal office is Santa Fe and the principal
agent it R. C. Conner. The objects of
the company are to construct, maintain and operate reservoirs, Irrigating
ditches, canals and pipe lines, said
canals and pipe lines to start from the
southern and eastern slopes of the
San Antonio mountain, from the San
at Pot
Antonio river, terminating
mountain In Taos county, and to be
twenty miles long; also the buying
and selling of water and water rights,
and to conduct a general irrigation
business.
The Pacific Improvement Company.
The incorporators are Stephen
J. H. Coddington, John A. Gor,
don. Gus Mulholland and Palmer
all residents of Gallup, Texas.
The capital Btock of the company is
placed at $50,000, divided into 500
shares of the par value of $100 each,
with the amount of stock taken by
"aoh Incorporator as follows: S.
40 shares; J. H. Coddington, 25
shares; J. A. Gordon, 25 shares; Gus
.Mulholland, 5 shares and Palmer Ket-ne- r
5 shares, making atotal of $10,000
subscribed. The term of existence of
the company la fixed at forty-ninyears and the principal office of the
company is in Gallup, Texas, the
principal agent being John A. Gordon
The objects of the company are to
manufacture and sell Ice; to manufacture and sell articles made from
fire clay; to generate and dispose of
electricity; to operate and maintain a
laundry; to acquire and operate mines
and mining property and to engage In
any manufacturing, mining or indus- trial business that the company may

Yrs

AT WHICH TIME YOU ARE INVITED TO TAKE A RIDE FREE OF CHARGE
i

Representatives of the company will be on tbe ground, with
by a'uniformecl cook and Pure water
SOTVGCJ
plats
to show the unsold lots and ruliner prices,
larere
also
from a fortv foot "
- w
VU ViiV
grounds. American flags will mark the different block corners. Bring your wife and friends, be our guests, and take a look at those beautiful
. A .
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er
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or moiou
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Watch for a General Advance Soon
SURETY INVESTMENT CO,, Owners
P. S.

If

D:fs

you want first choice come around and see us before the big Thanksgiving rush

BRITISH TAR KNOCKED
OUT AMERICAN "DUB"

But Few Are Free.
Don't Be Deceived.
But few people are entirely freu from Do not be deceived by counterfeits
Indigestion at this season of the year. when you buy Witch Hazel Salve. The
& Co. Is on
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure la not only the name of E. C.
best remedy to use because it digests every box of the geinuine. Plies in
what you eat but because it also en- their worst form will soon pass away
ables the digestive apparatus to as- if you will apply DeWltt's Witch
similate and transform all food into Hazel Salve night and morning. Best
Tetter, Ecblood.
Kodol relieves for Cuts, Burns, Dolls,
sour stomach, heart burn, belching, zema, etc. Miss M. H. Mlddleton,
Thebes, 111., says: "I was seriously
and all forms of Indigestion.
g

When you are In need of fine liquors
and wines, call on Ernest Meyers &
Co.. 116 West Silver avenue. Auto
matic phone, 240.
Wyien out shopping, don't forget
Mrs. Wilson, corner of Gold avenue

and Third street.

e

Son Lost Mother.
"Consumption runs in our family
and through It I lost my mother,'
writes E. B. Held, of Harmony, Me.
"For the past five years, however
on the slightest sign of a Cough or
Cold, I have taken Dr. King's New
Discovery tor Consumption, which
has saved me serious lung trouble."
His mother's death was a sad loss for
Mr. Reld, but he learned that luqg
afflicted with a fever sore that was trouble must not lie neglected, and
very painful. DeWltt's Witch Hasel how to cure It. Quickest relief and
Salve cured me in a few days. Sold cure for coughs and colds. Price 60c
by all druggists.
and 11.00; guaranteed at all druggists.
Trial bottle free.
You can hear the Alvarado Trio at
Learnard A Lindemann'a opening toHAIR SEVEN FEET LONG.
morrow afternoon and evening.
d
lady In our
See the
WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
Free consultation with hair and
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE scalp specialist
this week. J. H,
PLANING MILL.
O'Rtelly & Co., druggists,
De-Wi- tt

tissue-buildin-

Can-ava-

long-haire-

Subscribe for The Citizen and Ret
the news
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PENITENTIARY

511,000 lbs. flour.
5.000 lbs. beans.
1,000 lbs. oatHakes.

MATlfcR

Postoffice Established.
A postoltlce has been established at
yunnyside, Guadalupe county, to be
served from Fort Sumner, ten miles
to the southeast. Lorenzo It. lahadie
lias been appointed postman! er.
Poatmasters Appointed.
have
The following postmasters
Valencia
I), n appointed:
Seboyeta,
county, Narciso Francis; Goodwin,
Yavapai county, Arizona, William H.
Johnson; isleta, Bernalillo county,
August G. Seis.
Meeting of Penitentiary Commission.
comThe territorial penitentiary
mission met at the penitentiary yesterday for the purpose of opening bids
tor supplies for the next six months
:in,l making awards. There were present: F. H. Pierce, of I as Vegas,
Malaquias Martinez, of
chairman;
Taos, and Juan Navarro, of Mora, secretary. The commission was in session duriDg the afternoon and the
awards will be made known today.
Meeting of New Mexico Board of
Managers.
The final meeting or the New Mexico Hoard of Managers of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition was held in
Santa Fe last evening upon the arrival from Silver City of W. H. Walton,
secreatry of the board. The following
Charles A.
members were present:
Spies of I jik Vegas, chairman; Carl
A. Dalies of Willard, president, Arthur
Seligman, of Santa Fe, treasurer, and
Jose D. Sena, also of the territorial
capital.
Herbert J. Hagerman, the
MXth member of the board, win unavoidably detained in the east.
--

away the
A fine place to whn
hours at the pool hall. No. 115 Weal
HailroaJ avenue.
Don't wait for an txploslon 'Cook
with gas the humane way.

York,

KOKAVXK,
Nov. L'.'i.

SHARKKY

1.000 lbs. rice.
'M cases laundry

AND RINGENijACK.

Ringenback had never gone up
Plans are
making among the jolly tars of the1 against the real thing boxing match
Brooklyn navy yard for a private' until he met Kokayne in a New
York club house. The place was so
meeting between a picked man of thej jammed with spectators and the air
Lulled Slates navy and W. K. Ko- - so stifling that the American conkayue, iiiiddlewelght and heavyweight fessed to being half done up before
champitn of Prince liOtils' squadron, the gong sounded for lite first round.
who so easily knocked out Jack King-- ,
Tom Sharkey put an end to the
enback, a swllor from the battleship' battle in the third round, when It.
Iowa.
became obvious that the American
The victory was too easy for the' was the crudest sort of an amateur
Englishman, and the tars are going to and entirely outclassed.
Kokayne
put a man in training and pull off an- took the silver cup. which was like
I
other match at the first opportunity. lindiim mcney n lie streets.
New

AMERICAN WARSHIP
SENT TO RUSSIA!
THE UNITED STATES FIRST POWER TO DISPATCH ARMED
TO PROTECT ITS CITIZENS.

FORCE

!t

Will positively Cure deep-seate- d
Coupon, Collin and all liroucLiid
troubles past relief by other means.
bottle.
$1.00, 50c. and 2"c.

ir

fWHAT JoyThEY BINGfI
I

TTV

TT-- V

IT IT

0 VERY tlOME
as with joyous hearts and smiling faces they roinp and play when is healtli
and how conducive to healtli the ames in wliich tliey indulge, the outdoor
life they enjoy, the cleanly, regular habits thev should be taught to form and
the wholesome diet of which they should part,:!;e. II v tenderly their health
should be preserved, not by constant medication, but bv careful avoidance of
every medicine of aii injurious or objectionable nature and if at any time a
remedial agent is required, to assist nature, only those of known excellence
should be used; remedies which are pure and wholesome and truly beneficial
in effect, like the pleasant laxative remedy, Svrup of Figs, manufactured by
the California Fig Syrup Co. Syrup of Figs has come into general favor in
many millions of well informed families, whose estimate of its quality and
excellence is based upon personal knowledge and use.
Syrup of Figs has also met with the approval of physicians generally, because they know it is wholesome, simple and gentle in its action. We inform
all reputable physicians as to the medicinal principles of Syrup of Figs, obtained,
by an original method, from certain plants known to Uwi to act most beneficially and presented in an agreeable syrup in which the wholesome Californian
blue figs are used to promote the pleasant taste; therefore it is not a secret remedy and hence we are free to refer to all well informed physicians, who do not
approve of patent medicines and never favor indiscriminate
Please to remember and teach your children also that the genuine Syrup
of Figs always has the full name of the Company
California Fig Syrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every package and tluf it is for sale in
bottles of one size only. If any dealer offers any other than the regular Fifty
cent size, or having printed thereon the name of any other company, do not
accept it. If you fail to get the genuine you will not get its beneficial effects.
Every family should always liave a bottle on hand, as it is equally beneficial
ior me parents ana the cnnaren, whenever a laxative remedy is required.
self-mediUi-

ii
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The protected tnilser. Minneaioli. which !ui
ir.l' ii from l.i.--Ihjii. I'l.rtugal. to Cronsiadl.
f f the protn-ti.ci'i-eot Amci-icai. was built ill l.V.M. ai.it has a .luplaet melit
f 7.47.) tons.
Wiiei, in
Ins' ci:t?.-- cfh.iitioti ami at forced draf'. slie cult tuuke S.i" ku tin a a hour,
with her 'ZMVi liore power engines, rfhe coPt $2.t'.!'.mit an l carri.-- . i
loading rifle, two s:x iu h.
fourdueh an l
rapid fire gtins, four one sund rapid fire caution, four Ka !i::-and
five torpedo tubes.
I

Allen's Lung Balsam

BIDS

Santa Fe, N. M., November 16, 1905.
Sealed proposals will be received by
the Jioard of New Mexico penitentiary
commissioners at the office of the.
superintendent, until 10 o'clock a.
on Monday, November 27, 1905, for
furnishing and delivering at the New
Mexico penitentiary the supplies hereinafter mentioned, or so much thereof as the board may deem sufficient.
Payment yfor said supplies will be
made in 'cash. Delivery of all
applies except perishable articles must
be as directed by the superintendent.
Samples will be required of all nicies marked with an asterisk, and
these should be labeled, showing ttie
name of bidder, price, etc.. and must
be delivered to the superintendent not
later than 9 o'clock on said day.
All bids must be made strictly in ae-- .
cordance with the conditions on blank
proposals, which will be furnished by
the superintendent on application ;vno
bid otherwise made will be entertained. A bond will be required
front
all successful bidders for the faithful fulfillment of contracts within ten
days after date of award:

fit.
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Eastern Addition, Highlands

ockVir,

Can-ava-
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soap.

60 lbs. black pepper, whole'
500 lbs. K. C. baking powder,

cans.

cases California fruits, assorted.
cases canned corn.
200 lbs. laundry starch, bulk.
r00 lbs. sal soda, bulk.
25 cases roasted coffee.
4 barrels syrup.
100 lbs, baking soda, l's.
2.500 lbs. lard compound,
.
cans.
180 lbs. tea,
bexes.
5 cases matches.
2 cases Greenwicb concentrated lye
cans.
1 Kross scrub brushes.
1 gross brooms.
1.000 lbs. dried peas.
1 case corn starch,
l's.
2,000 lbs. dry salt bacon.
0
0

60-lh-

10-li-

l.ooi) lbs. corn meal.
N
b. I.aa C'ruces tomatoes.
cases
75 sacks irranularcd Miliar.
c:ise salnion, 4 Vs.
tii'.OiMl Un. fresh beef, prime quality,
U"cUs and shanks excluded.
iloz, pint bottles vanilla extract.
6

1
1

do, pint bottles lemon extract.

lfos. red chile, ground.
The board of New Mexico penitentiary commissioners
reserves
the
rixbt n reject any and all bids.
In submitting bids for above supplies, bidders should write plainly on
envelop the following:
"Hids for
supplies for the New Mexico penitentiary," with the name or names of
bidder or bidders, to avoid the opening of same by mistake.
Hy order of the board of New Mex
Ifo penitentiary cemmissiorers.
II. O Bl'KSlTM.
Superintendent
may
Samples
be sent separately
duly marked and numbered, to the en
periutendent.

Nature Needs Gut Little.
needs only a l.lu'e Early Riser
t'.'.iu io kc. p t!ii bowels
v.m, the liver
!
tie jystem
''. t,
hi!", a.' i 'l.ii'lu j coustlpa
t
Tbe ,:auio-ii. et
i.ttle pill
''ir!y Hirers" uro pleasant in effect
in action.
They uerer
and
fr o- tl. ken. t " t'i-- i an ' rentrth-tthe liver and kidneys. Sold by all
uruKSts;.
l' ir
ii".i
N'

.

i

ir-'i-

jiiTfi-t-tioi-
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Were chatting over a cup of ten.

The report of Postmaster General Cortelyoti shows a
dMlcit of $14,572,684 In his department a deficit which
be mentions with pain. This, however, is nothing; new.
There Is always the same old pain and the continuing
deficit. There never was a time when tho postofflce department did not have a deficit, and from present appearance of things there never will he.
Smooth-tongue- d
economists soothe the patient paying public with specious assurances that money which
appears as a deficit in the postal service really Is Invested In the development of the coutnry and In the mental
This sounds
and moral enlightenment of the people.
good, but the real cause of the deficit Is very different.
It Ilea In the plain fact that the postal service has never
taken op the lines of the carrying part of the business
Private greed clings to the
1n which there Is profit.
profitable end while leaving the unprofitable end for the
The four great reasons which
government to carry.
Mr. Wannamaker named when postmaster general still
prevent the establishment of a parcels post. Those reasons are the American Express company, the Adams ExExpress company, and
press company, the Wells-Farg- o
the United States Express company.
There is no complaint of deficits in the annual reports of the express companies. Their profits more than
They have the cream
balance the postal service losses.
business and from ihem emanate
of the parcels-carryin- g
the specious assurances that the postofflce department
nhould be satisfied with skimmed milk and the steady
development of the country.
The four reasons have always been sufficient. ' The chief fear of congress seems
to be that the postal department may wound the sensitive
souls of the expresB companies by becoming efficient and
profitable.
A reason for the postal deficit. In addition to the
one, is that the department does not own
Its own cars and does not Tefuse to pay more for hauling
the mall than the express company pays for hauling
It Is weir known that the mall car ts
their packages.
the most inferior, and therefore the most uangerous, car
in every train. Yet, as It has been shown time and again,
the government pays In annual rental for these cars very
nearly as much as they could be built for, and then pays
more, pound for pound and mile for mile, for hauling the
contents of these cars than is paid for the hauling of
express matter.
Thus far the express and railway compunies have
proven too strong, through their representatives in congress, for the Interests of the people to be considered in
either of these prolific causes of postal deficit.
non-carryi-

It is a matter of strong human interest that the success of the two Mills hotels In New York warrants the
erection of a third.
Far from the leaBt advantage of
these hotels, conducted as they are, is the disproof they
offer that there Is any neclsslty or excuse for the vicious
lodging houses of the old slum type.
The proprietors
of the latter have always declared, as a last excuse for
the Btate of their houses, that they could not afford to
give anything more or better at the prices charged. The
public now knows better, thanks to the cleanly, comfort
able and successful Mills hotels, and the knowledge ought
to compel substantial reforms In every American city.
There have been people who argued that the Mills hotels,
by providing good food and clean lodging at too Btnall
a price, put a premium on lack of ambition and robbed
thiiftlessness of some of Its natural aud beneficent pen
altieB.
But it is proved to be well that the man at or
near his last dollar should lie able to find a place where
be can eat and sleep without encountering either charity
or the filth and vice which have too long and too gen
erally been his only alternative.

that the Southern Pacific has at last
secured control of the Colorado river, at the point where
the California Development company's intake diverted
p
dam
the river into the Salton basin. A pile and
has been built across the main channel of the river to
the head of the Island where the river divides Into two
It is claimed

rip-ra-

First, a row ot
distance is sixty feet.
Intervals, was driven across this entire
served merely to break the flow, hut
it.
Back of this row, three rows or
piles were driven and filled in with rip
of ten feet.
This was continued for
one-thiof the distance, when a column of water began
gradually to flow down the old and abandoned channel.
Two-thirof the distance huve thus been closed, ami
with every foot of progress the flow Into the old channel
has increased and the flow into the Salton basin has proportionately decreased.
Wben the remaining twenty
feet ahall have been crossed In the same mauner, It is
believed that the river will be shut out entirely, and the
necessary permanent hcadgates can then be safely and
securely constructed.
channels.
The
piles, at regular
This
distance.
not to diminish
more closely set
rap to a height
rd

New Mexican: In endeavoring to regulate the social
evil as Hindi as possible, the city of Albuquerque should
not punish nor take advantage of the unfortunate women
engaged in it. They are punished enough and deserve
pity more th.m aught else.
The persons that should he

punished are the men who support these forlorn oues
aud who in. luce them to keep in dark degradation and
upon the broad path of wickedness to their own undoing
In nine cases out of ten the women
and speedy end.
are sinned agaltibt and deserve commiseration.
A city
ordinance making visits to bagnios by men punishable
by fine and imprisonment and publication, would very
likely be found very beneficial In the rfcgulatlon of the
As far as eradicating the same, this has so far
evil.
been found ImposKlble, the same as the eradication ot
other crimes, even in large European cities where police
regulations are enforced to the very letter.
Colonel Bird, of the Nogales Oasis, wus not able
carry out his debute on Joint statehood with Him. J.
Frank Wilson, of Arizona, from the fact that the Autl-JolStatehood committee concluded such debate to be
dangerous; and despite all Col. Bird could do, Col. Wilson
However, though none
backed out and Is still backing.
of the amis dare speak with Col. Bird, they cannot stop
So, week after week, he has swept the
his writing.
decks of the antis, fore and aft, with his terrific broadsides, till now they have left scarcely a plank to mi aim
upon, du last Saturday's issue of the Oasis, the colonel s
arguments in favor of statehood are absolutely adamantine lu the foundations laid and the structure built upon
them. It seems impossible to believe, alter reading Col.
Bird's article, (hat the people of Arizona would vote
against wiateiiood, could they but swure tho privilege
of expressing their wishes at the polls.
nt

Denting (Sraphic: The Denting City Water company
propose to all owners of unimproved vacant lols, that it
the owners will fence in the same, and plant trees and
shrubbery, this company will supply the water, and take
the lest care of the property fur one dollar per lot per
month, and no further charge to the owners.
This 18
an excellent opportunity for ail owners of vacant lots
lo Improve and beautify the tame at a uomnlal cost.
This will not only Improve the value of ilie lots, but
those who are intending to build later ou will have their
ornamental shade and fruit trees without having to wall
two or three years for them to grow up.

The ridiculous falsity of the Albuiieriiie A II el llial Ii'h
assumption that it possesses all the truth, honor, Justice,
purity and disinterested philanthropy which ought io be
distributed among the papers of the territory, reminds
one of a certain parade, once on a time, of the slate
A fond mother was In the
militia In San Francisco.
crowd of spectators when the company containing her
ou came inarching by.
"Just look at hliu," exclaimed
And would you believe it?
she; "isn't he a darling?
lie Is the only one keeping step iu the whole company!''

THE STIRRING
In

tarnished finery smelling

altars wreathed with
flowers
And piled with fruits, awake again
Thanksgivings for the golden hours.
The early and the latter rain.
Whittles.
Ana let these

Was talked of people long turned to dust; .
Of titles and honors and high estate.
All forgotten or out of date;
"
Of wonderful feasts in the long ago,
Of pride that perished with nothing to show.
"I loathe the present," said Was, with a groan;
"I live In pleasures that I have known."

'

Damon and

Pythias

Then
In a gown of gauze,
Iooked over the head of musty Was,
And gazed far off into misty space
With a rapt expressV.i upon her face;
"Such wonderful pleasures arc coming to me,
Such glory, such honor," said
"No one dreamed, in the vast Has Been,
Of such successes as I shall win.
The past, the present why. what are they?
1 live for the Joy
of a future day."
Yet-to-B- e,

Auspices of Mineral Lodge
4, Knights of Pythias.

no.

Thanksgiving Is the time when every Man and Boy should appear at hlg best and neatly clothed
Everything a Man or Bof wears Is

Under direction of Prof. J. H. Crum

from head to foot.

THRILLING SITUATIONS.
ELEGANT COSTUMES.
STARTLING CLIMAXES
MAGNIFICENT
SCENIC EFFECTS.

Yet-to-B- e,

General Admission
Reserved Seats

Theri practical

Is, in a fresh print dress.
Spoke up with a laugh, "I must confess
I find so much In today," she said,
"I never look back, and seldom ahead.
Whatever has been is a finished sum.
Whatever will be, why, let It come.
Today is mine. And Va you see

Here in Fine Variety
Suits, Top Coats and Overcoats In all the late and correct styles.
the choicest creations. ,

50c
75c and $1

Here's to a pleasant Thanksgivingl

ElksO P e raJHruse

flgtf

yet-to-b- e;

DECEMBER

The Highly Humorous Plays,

The Broken
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About Cooking Bos
As Used in Europe

Hearted Club
AND

In Its Issue of September 22, the Frankfurter Zcitung
reports that, In connection with the twenty-fift- h
annual
meeting of the German Union for Assisting the Poor,

the Women's Union of Baden provided for an exhibition
of cooking boxes.
in recent, years much attention has
been given by manufacturers to this new and useful
Instead of being made enarticle of kitchen furniture.
tirely of woqd, cork and hard paper are now also being
Moreover felt and feathers are taking the place
used.
of "wood wool" for upholstering the boxes, and the cov
ers of the enameled pots are made more airtight than
formerly.
Numerous manufaettlrers have produced more
or less remarkable
and Inventors are still
at work.
On the occasion mentioned a Karlsruhe ladyvexhlb-ile- d
an unusually large box, equalling a range in Its
completeness and containing pots of every imaginable
Furthermore, the Baden Women s
size and variety.
Union (Frauen Vereln) has published a cook book explaining fully the use of the box and giving a. large
Of course the food is
number of tempting recipes.
thoroughly heated by means of fire before the pots are
transferred to the cooking box, where they continue to
simmer for hours.
The process is particularly good
for those kinds of food which require slow development,
such as soups, boiled meats, legumes, vegetables of the
cabbage family, rice and some sorts of puddings.
The value of the cooking box to the poor Is
and a skillful workman cam very easily adapt
for the purpose, any good box, lining It with "wood wool"
of hent, and carefully fitting
or any good
in ordinary pots.
'In Norway the cooking box Is already very extensively used, but in Germany It has been found much more
difficult to interest working women In this new friend.
For many years the Grand Duchess of Baden has been
doing her utmost to induce people ot all classes to experiment with a very simple sort of cooking box, and on
her Journey she usually takes one with her for purpose
of practically demonstrating Its usefulness by distributing warm food.
In spite, however, of this propaganda,
which Is being made throughout the country by philanthropists, the result cannot yet be said to he very encouraging, for whatever is new and simple Is sure to bo
Most women, especially those
opposed by prejudice.
who are uneducated, do not comprehend the natural law
of bad heat conductors, regarding It as unnatural and
incredible that the same feathers and thick woolen materials which imprison the he'at of our bodies In winter
and thus keep us warm are likewise capable of preventing the escape of heat stored up in food by previous
exposure to fire.
No one is more conservative than a
cook. Consular Keport.
"self-cooker-

M. MANDBLL, ktntc oiArrmira
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We Have
Call

Sarah's
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Yoting Man

A

STAR,

Admission
Reserved Seats

'.

On sale at Matson's book

November

29.

LEARNARB & LINDEMANN

jj
THE SQUARE

50c
.75c

store

at Our New Salesroom

20G WEST GOLD AVENUE

The Plaj of the Season
IS

oved
i

Auspices of Woman's Club, under the
direction of Mrs. Walton.

EACH PERFORMER

MUSIC

DEALERS.
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on

206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
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g LONDON CLUB LIVERY AND

ANNOUNCEMENT

Corner Second and Marquette.

self-evide-

or

WAIT.

I

Props
Auto Phone, 311. Colo.,' 300 Red.
Day and Night Hack.
Mexico,
Albuquerque,
New

FURNITURE,

him.

IRON BEDS,

THE NEW YORK FAIR
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Against Tuberculosis

CK00000000000
There are 28,000 cases of tuberculosis in New York
city, and the rapid increase of the, disease In recent years
has alarmed those whose duty It Is to guard the heaith
of the city. In the congested districts of the metropolis
the spread of the white plague has sent 5,0no sufferers to
the hospitals and the number of afflicted is increasing
so rapidly that the question of their care has become a
To combat the encroachment of the
most serious one.
disease the city government has set aside 1250,000 for a
free tuberculosis camp iu the Shawangunk mountains
lu Orange county.
Nino farms, spreading over 12!)0
acres, form the site that has been acquired.
The Immense tuberculosis camp will be under the direction of
a specialist, acting in conjuuetioin with a special advisory
board of physicians of the health department.
Some of the features of the municipal sanitarium
will be: Treatment will be free. Only Incipient cases
will be received. Patients will be provided with employment of some kind. Cures will be effected In from three
to six months, unless the disease is too far advanced.
Fiesli air. sunlight and outdoor exercise will be the principal medicine. Eggs, vegetables and milk will be supplied by the patients ou the farm. Young men and women wane earners with tuberculosis iu its early stages
will lie tducuicd so they may return to work in the city
and cure themselves in their homes and without endangering the thousands with whom they come lu contact.
1'atlents who are taken to the camp and do not Improve
after a certain time will be returned to the city or sent to
the hospitals.
The ravages of tuberculosis are increasing every
year and it may lie in time that the state and nation will
take up tlie work that has been begun by the municipality.
Tuberculosis now causeH about
of the
deaths thronnliout the world.
Its clinical features were
recognized many ceuiurles ago. and Hippocrates and
Galen described them very accurately, but it was not
until the growth of anatomical study iu the seventeenth
aud eighteenth centuries that l lie charactersitic lesions
were recognized ami associated with the disease.
In
spite of all eflnrts lo stay the ravages of the disease it
is becoming probably the greatest menace lo the health
of the human race.
one-seven- th

Santa Itosa Sun: Thirteeu thousand lambs were
loaded in the Santa Kosa yurds consigned to uortheastern
These lambs were bred at the AdKansas for feeders.
They were sold for
ministration ranch on the Salado.
October delivery and were turned over to t he purchaser
at Pasttira five weeks ago, but they were unable to procure curs there so the bunch was driven here and loaded
out.

O000000000
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Goods Now Arriving

Furnishing

Gent's

Special Sales Every Saturday.

& CO.

oooooooooo

Auto, Phone 601.

121 N.

Third

Street

F"e

Installment Plan

Easy Payments
STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

BEDDING,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA1LE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

THANKSGIVING
DINNER WA RE SALE

In our Dinner Glassware department.
Now is the accepted time. Our assortments are at flood tide more com-

plete than ever befpre.
CUT PRICES FOR THANKSGIVING SALE.
56 PIECE DINNER SETS, REDUCED.
113 Pink Rose Pattern, now....$io.oO
14.75
Light Blued coloring,

Restaurant

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME

now

IN

Two Thousand Pounds

IMrain

20a
aoLO Avm.

Turkeys
Geese
Ducks
Chickens

For

A $i
A $5

The

OF

$11.00

American Beauty Pattern. .. .$6.50
17.50 College Dinner Set, 42
pieces, gold decoration
$4 75
GLASSES.
Best ever offered, per dor
4QC
TEA POT SPECIALS.
A 50c line for
35
A 35c line for
250
A 25e line for
20c
Ask to see our new line of art ware
PARLOR LAMP SPECIALS.
$4.50 and fine silverware, carving Bets, etc
Elk decoration
line for
$4.00
$8

SEA80N.
Under' Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. 8UNTAGG, Proprietor.

t

West Copper Avenue.
Wholesale Agent

HOUSE

WHERE TO DINE WELL

Santa

-

114

ART SQUARES,

O0OOOCC0OO

Albuquerque
0
X

0

tq

Furniture Co,,

PRICES IN PLAIN FIGURES
Foundry and

Machine Works

HALL, Proprietor
1.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
Wepers on Mining and Mill Mmehlnory a tpoelalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Thanksgiving. Leave

your orders now and you
will get first choice.
PRICE GUARANTEED

Exclusive agents
8ealhlpt Oysters

!

M. BERQER

get your stamping done. New patterns, such as initials for door panels, eagles, anchors, stors for chilcxxxxxrxxxrxzxxxxxx
dren's clothes,' patterns for sofa pillows, slipper cases, laundry bags, JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
shaving cases, Christmas greetings,
etc. Corner of Gold avenue and Third
Carries the United States mall;
street.
only line with a change of stock en
.. GRAND BALL.
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
Thanksgiving night, Elks ball room. rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Tickets $1.00. Ladies free. Given by Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
the
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
GOGALION CLUB.
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.
Mr. lladden will render a violin
solo, accompanied by Mrs. Gideon, piOne or the nicest places in the city
anist, this evening, at Learnard & Is the pool balk No. 115 West RailLindemann' opening concert. Hear road avenue. Call and enjoy

ANTONIO

New YorK Leads Fignt

flour.

C GRANNIS,.

J

cokoo

FOR CHRISTMAS COOKING.
The finest flour Is an absolute
essential, especially for, cakes
and pastry.
The "Empress"
brand is a Bour that never yet
has been surpassed In any particular. Its flavor is fine and
delicate, it has fine body, and
full of those nutritious qualities so desirable in a family

rCEO STABLES

Learnard & Lindemann will give
their grand opening of their new
store this evening.
A special musical program has been prepared and
all the music loving people of this
city are Invited to call, and enjoy the
program.
DON'T

Hats, Neckwear. Gloves aud

all sorts of Toggery In

Reserved seats at Matson's Monday,
November 27.

have the past and the
For today is the future of yesterday
And the past of tomorrow. I live while I may,
And I think the secret of pleasure is this,
And this alone," said practical Is.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
I

DRAMA.

of musk

The only
city market
in the southwest

School Books and Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

Kastmau Kodak's and Phtographic
Supplies
Flue Stationery. Huyler's & liwney's Candles
We do Printing and Developing for Amateurs

0.

A. MATSON

BARNETT BUILDINQ

& COMPANY
205 WEST RAILROAD

AVE.

Q

"
0
A
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

UNION

MOVING

LEAGUE
CLUB TOURISTS

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALUUQUEUQUK

28, 1905.

INDIAN IS A

CONVICTS

SOUTH FOR WINTER

GOOD

STOCI

-

-

MONET

METAl

-

SENSATIONAL SALE

WOOL

quotations receded t.y T. J.
Grsf & Co., correspondent for Logan
Bryan, Barnett building.

Closing
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,
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THIS MORNING
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HERE
WERE
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
87
Canadian Pacific
173'i
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dam
work
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club
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work here on the El Camlno Real, a
100
Pacific
Owing to a washout on the Santa Fe public highway extending from Raton which Is under contract by J. G. V hlte .Missouri
Metropolitan . .
120
Mr.
Dagenell
York.
New
Co.,
of
In
delayed
special
Albuqnrr
was
the
through central New Mexico to the
Mexican Central
i . . 24
que until nearly noon. The Jolly Texas line, which Is to be established says thut the Yuma dam, which is New
150
York Central
will
tourists did not appear to mind the by the territory by convict labor. Mr. beii.g built by the government,
8fi
long wait here In the least, and spent Pierce was accompanied by Superin- cost in the neighborhood of $3,m)0,imm( Norfolk
Reading, common
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135's
require
three
will
at
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least
In
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moments
profitable
some
tendent H. O. Bursum of the peniten- In building A large part of
140
the work Pennsylvania
ing.
tiary, and laHt night the matter was
24
Rock Island, common
by
will
done
Indians.
be
year
of
Corrall.
Vice
President
Last
discussed with the local autnorltles,
63
Tonight Mr. Dagenett will leave for Rock Island, pfd
Mexico, was In San. Francisco, and with the result that it was decided
Rep. Iron A Steel, common
31
Pueblo
bring
to
home
Colorado
the
by
Union
royally
entertained
the
was
that a gang of al'out thirty convicts
102
A Steel, pfd
League club, which is, by the way, an now at work on the scenic route be- Indians employed in the beet fields Rep. Iron Pacific
87
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The
near
Rocky
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and
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organization devoted to sociability tween Santa Fe and
Vegas will
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Paul
St.
Inand
Is
Ihe
work
finished
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taking
politics.
his
Before
and
be placed on the work Just south of
347
dians, about 100 in number, are ready Southern Railway
parture from the Golden Gate City, the city, near Barelas.
123
Tennessee
Coal & Iron
to
home.
leturn
an
Corrall
President
extended
Vice
"The weather has become so cold
13(5
common
"And each, of these Indians will Union Pacific,
to the club to visit him when up on the scenic route that work there
37T
S. 8., common
convenient, and it was decided to ac- Is, Impracticable." said Mr. Pierce, bring home a little money," said Mr. IT.'
104
S. S., pfd
cept the Invitation for the annual tour "and although the taw says mat. me Dagenett. "They make $173 per day, U.
21
Wabash, common
this year. Hence the Journey to northern part of this road Is to. be and manage to save the greater part U. S. leather, common
454
Mexico City. When the special left completed first, we have decided that of It. The cist of living Is ouly about
27
Greene Copper
San Francisco the party consisted of It will be better to go against
the 25 cents a day, when they board them&
O.
53
W
nearly ail of them do.
seventy-ninpersons. Just eight have law than to lay Idle for the entire selves,
stopped off at different points of in- winter, and consequently we will During the leu, weeks the seanson's
St. Louis Wool.
terest south of this city.
place a gang of about thirty men at work lasts, each saves from t'iu to
28. Wool
Mo., Nov.
St. Louis,
One of the party Informed a re- work between Albuquerque and Los $40 above railroad fare, which Is very
steady and unchanged.
porter for The Citizen that upon their Lunas within the next ten days. The low."
The work the government is doing
arrival at the Mexican capital they work will most likely begin at the
SPECIAL SALE.
were met by Vice President Corrall Barelas bridge, and continue toward in finding work for the Indians la THANKSGIVING
and several carriages, and conveyed the south. We believe that we can very thorough and worthy of the high29.
Wednesday,
November
to the various places of Interest In cover the distance between nere and est praise. The government employagent
the
thut
work
out
seeks
audiadjacent
city.
ment
Choice'
An
10c
and
Pumpkin, per can
to the
Ivos Lunas during the present winter,
ence wag had with President Diaz, and then In the spring turn our atten- Indian can do. then he finds the In- 2 qts. Cranberries
25c
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willing
and
to
work
delight
fill
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exceptionally
that
proved
dian
which
10c
Candled Citron, per lb
tion again to the scenic route."
another feature being the visit to the
loo
The El Camino Real, or the King's the two together. There are two sea- Cove Oysters, per can
year
Indian
the
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when
president's
the
meaning,
palace
where the
national
Fresh dressed Turkeys, Ducks and
Highway, which Is the real
son met the party and showed them was provided for In a bill passed a may be used to a good advantage In Chickens.
In
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of
One
Colorado.
coast
the
Is
leaving
beet
15c
about. Before
for the
It
Pears, per can
the last territorial legislature.
25c
the club gave Vice President Corrall to begin at the Colorado line near the spring and the other lu the fa", Fancy Creamery Butter
In
the
ten
weeks.
about
a banquet at the Hotel Sanz.
each
of
35c
2 cans fancy Sliced Peaches
Raton, pass through Las Vegas. Santa
Colonel George H. PIppy. who Is Fe, Cerrlllos, Albuquerque, Ios Lu- spring the pupils of the Indian schools 3 cans of Condensed Cream
25c
president of the club and In charge of nas, Socorro and Ijs Crnces. termi- are taken to work in the beet fields
Our showing of holiday goods will
or
ofthe
services
In
outing,
El
fall
the
the
aspirant
is
the
for the
an
and
be one of the nicest In town.
nating at the Texas line near
fice of United States consul at Mexico Paso. It la to be built by convict la- adults are needed. The spring work
Cabin Maple Sugar, per lb. ..15c
City, but it is learned that his visit bor, assisted by a levy of
5c
consists of weeding the beet fields Coconnut, per
pkg
harvestof
League
fall
consists
a
had
club
there with the Union
work
in.l the
can.. 20c
mill, which amounts to aliout $8,000
Walter Baker's Cocoa,
no political significance.
2bc
8 cans of Sardines
vesr. The bill provided that the ing the beets.
In Colorado as well as most every
We are headquarters for Tents,
scenic route, the distance between
UNION THANKSGIVING SLRVICE
Santa Fe and Las Vegas, be built part of the United States, there Is a Flies, Wagon Covers and all tenting
first, lietween Las Vegas and Raton great dearth of laborers in these two supplies.
AT ELKS OPERA HOUSE next, and that that part of it south seasons of the year, and up until a
10c
grade of Tomatoes
20c
of Santa Fe he constructed last. The few years ago, the owners of beet Fancy Grated Pine Apple
diffvery
Chow-Choby
It
25c
3 bottles of
fields in Colorado found
convicts are assisted In their work
Program.
20c
teams from the penitentiary brick icult to secure sufficient help to do Fancy Cream Cheese, per lb
I.
You should see our assortment of
their work. The Indian has come to
.....Wagner yard.
Tannhauser March
The tiirnina of their attention from their rescue. Mr. Dagenett says that Comforters and Blankets If you need
Piano, Organ, Violin.
the north to the south for the w'lntes the Pueblo Indian is a good worker. anything In that line.
Holy, Holy, Lord, God Almighty...
THE MAZE.
seems a very wise move on the part
Congregation.
Dance at the Casino Thanksgiving
William Kieke, Proprietor.
Invocation
Rev. E. E. Crawford of the penitentiary officials.
a
afternoon and evening. Music by
Schilling
Jubilate Deo
new string orchestra. Only respectaTHANKSGIVING DINNER
Choir.
COPPERMOUNTAIN
ble people admitted.
Scripture Reading
Rev. Hugh A. Cooper
FOUND IN MEXICO
Thanksgiving dinner will be a big
Jerusalem
Parker
affair at the Columbus, hotel tomorMr. T. Y. Maynard.
row. The dining room doors will be
DR. J. 8 .COCKRELL, WELL KNOWN
Rev. J. C. Rollins
Prayer
open at 12 o'clock and remain open
HERE, MAKES RICH DISCOVERY
The God of Abraham Praise....
until 2 o'clock, the tables being set
NEAR THE. PACIFIC COAST,
Dudley Buck
seyeral times to accommodate the
or
Choir..
.1.
United
3. Cockrell, son
Dr.
large crowd that Is expected. The
W.
Missouri,
Barron
J.
Rev.
Sermon..
States Senator Cockrell, of
bill of fare follows:
Solo, For All Eternity .... Mascheroni and who Is well known In this city,
American De Forest
Thanksgiving fruit cake.
Punch.
NewMiss Ada Caiuptield.
being a particular friend of Ed
Roast Turkey, Oyster Dressing.
(With violin obligato by Mr. R. W. comer, has evidently struck it rich
Chili Sauce. Celery.
Wireless Telegraph Current Jelly.
Hadden.)
In the sister republic, from the follow, Mashed Potatoes.
Addresses on Associated Charities,
ing telegram:
Roast Young Pig, with Apple Sauce
Judge Abbott and Geo. S. Klock
City of Mexico, Nov. 23. Dr. J. S.
and Sweet Potatoes.
Stock
Cockrell,
II.
Cockrell. son of
Pumpkin Pie. Nuts. Raisins. Cheese.
Roff of Missouri, is the possessor of what
Offertory solo, Cavatlna
Mr. Hadden.
bids fair to be not only the greatest
LADIES' TAILORING.
A SMALL BLOCK AT A
Hymn 1151
America copper deposit anywhere in Mexico,
Gross, of New York city,
Madame
exCongregation.
be
scarcely
BARGAIN
but one which can
o
will open December 1, in the New
world.
Benediction
celled Tor its size In the
avebuilding,
corner
of
Railroad
near
Mendelsohn
the
March from Athalia
It Is in western Guerrero,
nue and Third street, room 26. RidRosa F. Gideon, Pianist.
Pacific coast, and thus far has been
ing habits, walking skirts, shirt
R. W. Hadden, Violinist.
wide
found to be a vein eighty feet
waists, shirt waist suits, fancy gowns
Campfleld,
of
Misses
Choir consists
and three miles long.
and
waists.
esEyck,
it
is
Hiile. Johnson, Mesdames Ten
The ore is low grade, but
Cripple Creek, Colo.
Remodeling, pressing, cleaning. All
Tennant, sopranos;
Mesdames Hale, timated that, it is a mountain of solid
work done by experienced men.
Miller, Drury, Cassidy, altos; Prof. copper ore, which, If the. surface IndiAddress, meanwhile, 911 North SecHodgin, Clark, Beane, Messrs. "offet, cations prove up, will be more than
street. Phone 724.
ond
Can-aneWhitehill, Sanctuary, tenors; Messrs. twice as large as the famous La
company.
In,
Cassidy, Curt
Hopping, Maynard,
of the Green Copper
0. W. Strong's Sons
bassos. Miss Nellie Pratt, organist.
has
California
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
STRONG BLOCK.
DAMON AND PYTHIAS
strength but
flavor.
Col. W. S. Hopewell is in Las
Cruces ou business.
has
Trieste
lacks
but
Damon and Pythias, the first ama
C. H. IJurbin, of the Albuquerque
teur theatrical event of ihe season, to Gas, Electric
comstrength.
Schilling's Best is
Light and Power
be given in the opera house, occurs to pany, U in the city from the Denver
the two mixed, nothing else,
morrow evening. This Is a play that headquarters.
recommends itself to every one. The
no color.
The next best
Santa
of
Gortner,
R.
Attorney
C
plot, the "stirring scenes and thrilling
Superintendents
Falrview
ud mustard sold here is weak but
climaxes in themselves would make Fe, and S. H. Elklns, of Columbia,
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
this great drama a delight. Tne cast Ohio, spent Monday night in the city
has good flavor.
has been selected with the greatest and left today for Indiana.
MONUMENTS.
Capt. W. E. Dame has extended his
care from among the bi'St and most
Your grocer's; moneyback.
experienced amateurs in Albuquerque trip farther north than Las Vegas,
N. Second St. Both Phones.
and dress "rehearsals under the able and rumor has It that he has gone to
direction of Prof Crum, of the univer- Washington. Friends say the captain
sity, have been held daily for several Is a candidate for the office of United
weeks. The costuming is the most States mashal of New Mexico.
elaborate ever attempted for a local
After a most enjoyable and sucperformance.
turkey hunt In the Cbilili
cessful
The play Is to' be given under the country, E. B. Hnrsch, M. Nash and
auspices of the local loile of Knights I. N. Cox have returned
to their
of Pythias, and will be the theatrical homes in this city. Their game bags
event of the season.
were well ladened with the fowl which
The following is a cast of the prin- will be eaten with more than ordinary
cipal characters:
relish Thanksgiving day.
I. R. Scott!
Dionysius
The funeral of Dionisio Chaves ocL. H. Chamberlain
Philistius
N. W. Maffett curred at 9 o'clock this morning from
Damocles
son
Joseph McCusker the residence of Meliton Chaves, aveI'rocles
John H. Crum of the deceased, on West Silver
Damon
A large number of relatives
M. P. Kelly nue.
Pythias
Coral E. Clyce and friends attended the services and
Calauthe
Alicv J. Crum a profusion of beautiful flowers' were
laid upon the casket.
Ethel A. Hit-keArris
The remains of Fairfield Sylvester,
Lucullus
:..J. M.
Piiscilla Newcomer who died here last Sunday evening,
Child
include forty were taken lo Hie home in Monte
' The cast in all. will scene
Our trade for November hati so far exceeded our expectations,
will ap- Vista, Colo., this morning, where the
people.
Iu the senate
pear Albuquerque's most prominent burial will take place. Deceased was
that we have found it necessary to duplicate our heavy purchases.
In the ci'y recently in company with
business and pi of. ssi. ni.il men.
his two brothers on a business misTHE LYRIC MALE QUARTET
years old.
sion.
Commencing December 1, our store will be kept open evenings,
1L was twenty-fou- r
Will Sing Tonight at Leamard &
The Indies' Aid society of the Lead
and additional help added, to take care of the Christmas rush.
Avenue M. K. church will give a line
Among the many musical numluTs turkey dinner in the church parlors
Make your selections early. Remember, I 'positively retire from
that will please ail who attend tne Thanksgiving Day, serving from 12 to
opening of Learnard &. Lindemann's 2:3( o'clock and from 5:30 to 7:;to p
the jewelry business January 1, and from now .until December 31,
new store at 20tf West Gold avenue will in. Tickets, fifty cents.
he the several numbers sung by the
I
will make prices lower than ever offered on Fine Diamonds,
Man's UnieiflshncM
Lyric Male quartet. This quartet is
one of the new musical organizations is often as great as woman's. But
Watches, Jewelry, Rich Cut Class, Handsome Printed China, Solid
of the city and has appeared on dif- Thoa. S. Austin, Mgr. of the "Repubferent occasions, each time receiving lican." of Leavenworth. Ind., was not
ihe hearty approval au.l applause of unreasonable, when he refused to
Silverware, Plated Silver Table ware, Clocks, and everything beallow the doctors to opera'e on his
their audience.
The membership consists of Messrs. wife, for female trouble. "Instead,"
longing in a first-clas- s
Jewelry store.
1.
he says, "we concluded to try Electric
Beane, tenor; J.
John Wesley
Iletherington,
tenor;
J. Sherman Bitters. My wife waa then so sick,
Savely, baritone; Al M. Kriug, basso. she could hardly leave her bed, and
Any one desiring to engage the five (5) physicians had failed to reLyric Male quaret can leave word at lieve her. After taking Electric BitLearnard & Limit maun' music store. ters, she was perfectly cured, and can
now perform all her household du.
I Li
vX
LEADING JEWELER
Do you have any difficulty in get- ties." Guaranteed by
all druggists
ting grain ground to suit? W have price 50c.
new machine for the grinding of all
Pay
your poll taxes today at
kind of grain. E. W. Fee, 620 South
O'Rielly & Company's drug store.
Second street.

Women and

It'

Misses
Tailored Suits
Over (100) One Hundred Tailored made Suits will be sold at prices that
will surprise you. For quick selling we have divided them in two lota.
Lot

Consists of desirable Suits for Women in Hlack, Hrown and Navy, nearly all sizes.
Sold up $30.00, your choice ol this lot for

Lot

--

Consists of neat and stylish Suits for Women and Misses. Assorted sizes in Navy,
Hrown, Green and Fancy Mixtures. Sold up to $18.50. choice of this lot for

2.
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$ee Window Display

P

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

J

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

0

THE CELEBRATED

O. TP. O.
WHISKEY

i.

,

We
are showing for the Fait
and Winter season, new designs la
,

Bottled In Bond.

JJ

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers,
FRANKFORT. KT.

Carpets. Rugs, Matting. Linoleum.
Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

MELINI & EAKIN
Bola A rent.
Albuquerque, N. M.

And also a full Una of

Automatic Phone, 19t.

BUY

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows
Our prices are the lowest.

1

Cut this

Albert Faber,

Out...

q

a
And mall

It to the address
given below:
I am a renter,
and I would
like to know how I can buy a
home by paying out each month
the same as I now pay rent

Fletcher
Investment Co.

0

305 Railroad Avenue

Auto pbone, 318. Bell pbone,

A. DORDERSf

Resldenca

Auto

Black or Whits Hearse, 15.00
Commercial Club Building.
CITT UNDERTAKER.

The South western Electric & Construction Co., Inc.
Electrical
Engineers and
Contractors.
llgotlna,
M Electric
-j power and puma
Ing plants, dya
mos, motors
a4

Name
;;'.V---- i(

lacks

-

Address,

flavor

66

UNDERTAKERS

Snap
HOW.

cj

99

'!

4--

Gold Ave.

lta
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GRAND

Hethi-ringto-

P
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o
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oo

Suggests
HAVE YOU A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enables
you to order groceries; call the physician; perform social duties, etc. Rates
from five cents per day up. Let us
toll you about It.

We
Offer to supply you with anything In

our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

Special Prices
On the Following

n

.

O000

0

Bad Weather

CLOSING OUT

SALE

supplls.

House wiring. Aw
Z thorized agents to
w Crocker, Wbeeler
m Co. Agents for tha
g General Electric Ca,
2 induction motors.
d
O Largest stock
electrical fixtures la
the southwest Ara
xm memhera of the Na
tlonai
Elacfrtoal
2 Contractors' aaae
elation.
Wa
tickets for tba
ano contest.
Auto, 'phone, AM,

if'l

J

electrical

--I

1

u

phone. No.

III.
1
"unorsl Director end Embalmer
q
115.

a

mustard

1

i

OO0-0-O00-0-O0-OO-O-

0
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THE MARKETS

WORKER

From San Francisco and Hope to Complete Road From The Red Man Proves a Great
Help in Colorado
City to Los Lunas During
They Visited City of
Beet Field.
Present Season.
Mexico.

PAGE

$12 Refrigerators
$8.75 Blue Flams Oil Stoves.
$3 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

99

.. .$6.75

$6
25c
20

Decorated Havlland China, at
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Sets
25c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
20c
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
40c
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50
$4-5-

The Colorado Telephone Co.

ooo
f-Mill-

wvwooaoo

COKE

GRAND

BALL.

Thanksgiving night. Elks ball room.
Tickets $1.00. Ladies free. Given by

th.

GOGALION

CLUB.

If In need of fine liquors for family
and medicinal purposes, call on Er
nest Meyers A Co., 116 West Silver
avenue.

Factory Wood

7TC0,'d Wood

T-- i

4

CERRILLOS LUMP

BLOCK

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.

oooooo)oooca

Wood,

TT!
AMERICAN

Room 18 N, T, Armijo Building.

JT ,

'

00$0$000OtCOaO

MERIT

U daily udiling new customers to our store. Our preaci'lption work
MKRIT the approvul of physician and patient,
in iint and riot-tla
fact, everything we ttell must have MERIT, or we won't stll it.
-M. BR I GO 8 A CO..
Both Phone.
First St. and Cold Are. Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.
f

0.

J
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TOOK FRENCH LEAVE
Harvey Powell, of the accountant "LUNKHEADS" WANT TO
force of tht local Santa Fe more
BE "HOGHEADS."
From the Lincoln Jail, but Recaptured
Jiouse. vxiM-rtto leave tonight on a
Twelve ambitious Santa Fe ''lunklsit to his home at Topcka.
at Capitan.
heads" who are ambitious to "become
Tom Price, who has been confined
Th( Santa Fe Central will In a few "hogheads," are being given their exlays receive from the Atchison, To- amination In Master Mechanic Todd's In the Lincoln Jail on the charge of
larceny and forgery, took French leave
ieka & Santa Ft railway Sixty cars office by Traveling Engineer .lohn
of this division, and Traveling Sunday night, and came up to see his
f at eel rails for the Albuquerque
Wilson,
Engineer
of
O.
L.
the
Fresno,
people.
He was recaptured Mortday
asiern railway, to be delivered to the
valley division. "Lunkhead' Is the night and taken to Jail the day follast named road at Wlll&rd.
popular term for fireman among the lowing, says the Capitan News.
Chas. Pollock, who was one of the railroad boys, and they call the enBy the
same
veVeTun conductors of that, line, and gineers "hogheads."
STRINGING WIRES.
token a conductor Is a "swellhend"
who was with the El Paso & Northeastern ever since It was built, was and the brakenian Is some other kind Colorado Telephone Company Working-Toward
Santa Fe.
Jet out of 1he service last week hy of a head.
The examination now going on was
the officials of the Southwestern.
The linemen of the Colorado Telebegun yesterday and will probably be
stringing
S. S. Smith, who was arrested soma finished this afternoon, but It will be phone company, who are
lime past for breaking Into the cars some time. it. Is understood, before the wires toward Santa Ke, are now live
lit Kmta Rosa station, on the Hock result Is given out. The Santa- Fe al miles from Fulton, where they will
Island, and stealing valuable property, ready has a number of firemen who drop the iron circuit and string nowhs brought before V. S. Shepherd, have passed satisfactory examinations thing but the copper wire. They will
much better time on the other"
X'nited States commissioner at
for engineers and are in line lor pro- make
side of Fulton, probably five miles a
for a hearing and was held motion. San Bernardino Index.
day, and will probably reach Santa Fe
for the United States prand Jury which
by Decenilrt-- 5.
,
meets next week.
ORIGIN OF WHISTLE
RAILROADS.
BY
USED
PLEASED WITH PASTOR.
The Optic says: M. W. ORourke.
years ago
Locomotives seventy-fivwho has lieeii employed for the past
kept
engineer
The
whistles.
no
Las
Vegas Methodist
had
Like Their
ouple of Dionths as day clerk at the
which he blew
New Minister.
Castaneda hotel, las Vegas, hag "re- bv his side a tin horn,
cross
dangerous
curves
and
aligned his position and has left for before
Rev. Richard A. Morley, the new
Indianapolis, Ind.. where his father ings. But the noise was feeble.
of the Las Vegas Methodist
In 1X33 an English farmer's cart minister
has taken charge and opened the EngEpiscopal church, has made an exlish hotel. Mr. ORourke Was a very was run down on the way to market cellent impression
the people of
clever gentleman and made many and l.niHi eggs, 100 pounds of butter, that town, and the onmembers
of the
friends among the patrons of the lo- two horses and one man were lumped congregation are greatly pleased
with
cal hostelry. He has been succeeded in one great omelet on the rails.
lahis efforts. Mr. Morley has
(Ireer. who formerly acted s
liy H.
The railway hati to pay the dam boring under disadvantages been
on ac
.
lerk at the Brown Palace at IVuver. ages. The president sent for George count of
illness In his familv.
Stevenson, and said angrily:
The
Pullman car, "Patterson,"
engineers can't blow their
"Our
SHOT IN WRIST.
which arrived from the east last horns loud enough to clear the tracks
night and was held 'at the local sta- ahead. You have made your steam Shooting Scrape at
Las Vegas and
tion during; the day, met with a
it
so much why don't you make
One is Shot.
slight accident up th road. The front do
blow a good, loud horn for us?right hand corner ,ave evidence of
Cornello Baca, a special deputy.
Stevenson pondered. An Idea came
having collided with a box car, and to him. He visited a musical instru- shot Manuel Serna through the wrist
oiue deep marks on the side showed ment maker, and had constructed a in a melee that occurred on the west
hat. the
obstruction,
after being
that gave a horrible screech side Saturday evening, says the Optic.
humped off the road once, came back horn
A number of men, Including one of the
blown by steam.
when
pass.
again before the Pullman 'could
From this horn the locomotive whis- Oklahoma witnesses in the train rob
ber case, raised some disturbance.
Enterprise says: tle of today descended.
The Farmington
and the Oklahoma man was disarmed
The maJl contract with the star route GRAPHIC PRESENTATION
by Baca. Serna started to run away
carriers will be cancelled and the
OF INCREASED TRAFFIC. and, declining to stop when command
service begun by the railroad tin DeIn commenting on file fact that 83 ed, Baca fired a shot with the Okla
cember 11. which will bring our mail
homa man's gun, which went through
in about eight hours earlier than at railroads rexrt an increase of
for the three months ended herna s wrist. Serna then gave him
present. January 1 the mall schedule to and trom Shipr6ck will be September 30. 1905. as compared with self up and was taken to Jail.
changed so that It will leave that the like quarter in 1904. the Wall
DEMING WANTS ARTESIAN
jKtint at 4:30 a. m. and arrive here Street Journal observes that few realat noon, returning the same day, ize the true meaning of these figures. Well and is Securing Information from
reaching here in the evening, thus For the sake of argument, supinwe the
Roswell.
entire increase is due to the freight
connecting with the train service.
earnings. It means that the railroads
W. A. Wilson, inspector of artesian
BALDWIN WORKS
have handled over 30,000,000 more wells, is in receipt of a letter from
WILL NOT BE MOVED. tnns freight in these three mont'ns Thomas McCauley, secretary of the
A report telegraphed from Philathan they handled in the same three Kiisiness Men s association of Uem- delphia that the Baldwin Locomotive months last year. The average haul ng. N. M., asking the cost of boring
works were about to be removed from on each ton of freight was about 135 deep wells, from one to two thousat'.l
lhat place to the middle west, possl-W- y miles. The number of tons one mile feet deep,' says the Roswell Record.
to Kansas City, is declared to be would be alsiut 4.500,000.000, which Is He prefaced his question with the
nearly equal to the entire freight busi- statement lhat Demine wanted to nut
without foundation.
The Business Men's League of St. ness of the Chicago & Northwestern (Town a deep well to see if that coun3 u is took up the matter as soon as for a full year.
In other words, the try did not have au artesfan flow. The
the report appeared and telegraphed people of the83 United States have letter was referred to J. VV. Thomas,
railroads an Increase of the Roswell Hardware company.
.John H. Converse, of the Baldwin given these
company, that if the plant was to be In business during the three months who has sent full Information.
removed from Philadelphia, St. Louis which. If continued Tor the rest of the
DEATH OF MRS. ADELM ANN.
would offer inducements for it to b.e year, will give them an increased
Ilocated there. Mr. Converse inform- profit nearly equal to the entire
Claimed by Typhoid Fever at Her
ed the league that the Baldwin plant freight business of the Northwestern,
Home In Water Canyon.
w ill remain
Island and Illinois
In Philadelphia and that St. Paul, Rock
there had been no intention whatever Central in 1904. The record Is eloMrs. Grlselda Adelmann. wife
of
quent of national prosperity.
of moving the works.
Charles F. Adelmann. died at her
home in Water Canyon the other day.
after, an lllnoss lasting over a period
SAN XAVIER MISSION
of five months, which was caused by
THANKSGIVING
a severe attack of typhoid fever, from
whlcn the entire family have .suffered
APPROPRIATE
MAY
CONGRESS
Citizen.)
tFor The
within the past few months. Mrs.
RUINS
THE
PRESERVE
TO
$10,000
song.
O
praise
land, in
Ittjoiee,
and
Adelmann was a native of New Mex
ttiy
up
Lift
thine heart and bend
reasons to be ico, born near Belen In 1861. She
several
Tucson
has
knee;
interested in the coming ses- leaves to mourn her death besides her
The God of Love bath watched thee much
sion of congress for in addition to the husband, several children and one
long
proposition, a measure will siBter, Mrs. Joseph Epperle. of So
The God of Grace hath made thee statehood
come up appropriat- corro. The remains were laid to
probability
iu
all
free.
ing $10,000 for the care of San Xavier rest In the Catholic cemetery at
And since the day glad freedom came mission.
Afc the last session of the Arizona
And westward moved the tide of legislature
a memorial to congress
LEAGUE
life,
asking for $10,000 for the
adopted
was
a
wrought
noble
Thou, land bast
ground
mission. It was asked on the
name.
HAVENS AT WORK AMONG
San Xavier is the oldest and REV.
For in thy movements God is rife. that the
THE WICKED AT ALAMOGORDO.
best preserved mission In this country. Colonel W. S. Sturges was very
Rev. W. W. Havens is here for the
The flag that waves for
active In the matter and he has strong purpose of organizing an American
rights
hopes that congress will grant this
league, says the Alamo-gordProtected by thy mighty hand,
appropriation.
Mr. Havens is In charge
News.
Is but the type of Him who fights
It seems very likely that the na- of the work for New Mexico and Ari
For thee a consecrated land.
tional law making body will do this, zona. He went before the convention
as Congressman Tawney, who Is a of New Mexico Baptists to get the enFrom year to year thy bosom yields
warm friend of Arizona, since his dorsement of the convention. Mr.
A wealth unmeasured and untold;
Havens will remain here for several
And from thy woods, and plains and visit of a month ago, is a candidate
for chairman of the committee on ap- days at work. It has been announced
fields
that lie will preach two sermons on
richer far than propriations. Some time ago conCome treasures
gress appropriated $3,000 for the re- Sunday, Iecember 2, at the Methodist
gold.
pair of the mission, but it required church ut 11 a. in.,, and at the Baptist
Thy homes and schools, and church all this to make the repairs to the church at 7:45 p. m.
roof of the hlstorlal edifice.
and state
Hespeak the people of thy face;
FATHER DEAD
Woman loes a clear, rosy com
J'repared are they for any fate
Burdock Blood Bitters puri
Save-'tdefame the human race. ' plexlon. blood,
fies the
clears the skin, re JACOB FRENCH, FATHER OF ED
stores ruddy, sound health.
WARD
E. FRENCH, DEAD IN
O, favored land, this present year
NEW JERSEY.
With peace and plenty, and to
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"-bett- er
spare!
cook with safe gas.
Edward E. French, who Is employ
Rejoice with thanks in holy fear,
at the Arcade in. Ias Vegas, and
in
thy
heart
bumble
lift
And
Torturing eczema spreads its burn ed
known in Albuquerque, received
prayer.
,
ing area every day. Dean's Ointment awell
telegram
the other afternoon from
quickly stops its spreading, Instantly Westfleld, N.
J., informing him that
GEO. II. GIVANS.
removes the itching, cures it perma his father, Jacob
French, had passed
M.
N.
Marclal,
San
nently. At any drug store.
away at 12:15 p. in. on November 23,
and would be buried Sunday. Mr.
French was 82 years of age. About
six months ago tie was run over by a
delivery wagou driven by a boy, and
has badly injured In Ills back and
head aud was unconscious for long
periods. He made a heroic struggle
against death, but weakened by his
extreme old age, he filially suc
cumbed.
Oal-llva- n
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Contract- - taken for Cement-StonHouse
and
A house built of this material is warmer in winter foundation.
and cooler
summer tuna a orica nouaa, iuj is cneaper than good brick
e

tK00 0Xofy
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and

,
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'
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J. Korber&Go.

(From a snapshot taken ut the investigation.)
WM. MANNING.
He is the Albany man who had beetK. oils friend from up the river." A wit- "
getting $450 a year from the Equitable ni.Ha Hnid MnnlnL- ''know fim nulph
paid money to keep him
had
and
been
Life, Mutual Life, and New York Life mitt,
Pulliul
ihu utnnd liu hrIiI
since 1888, until It was reduced to ne R(')t tne money for services as an
$380 a year. In the New York insur- - Insurance expert.
He admitted how- ance inquiry he was first learned of ever, that be bad known for years that
when a letter was found referring to j the affairs of the mutual life insur-hi-

WW
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of Tartar Powder
tfladc From Grapes
No Alum

N. M.

Horse Blankets and
Lap Robes

THE GRINDELL

ance companies were rotten.
COMING

SEARCH

Every horse needs a blanket this
weather, and we invite an inspection of our large line. A good,
lined. Burlap Blanket, iwth two
surcingles attached, for $1.50. Fine
wool street Blankets at $2.50 each.

EVENTS

November 29 Damon and Pythias,
TO BE CONTINUED AND DOUGLAS
by local talent.
HAS RAISED A FUND' FOR THE
Nov. 30 Recital at First Methodist
PURPOSE.

The city of Douglas, Ariz., has con
tributed $G15 to a fund with which
E. P. Grindell
may continue the
search for his brother, Tom Grindell.
Ed Grindell, who lives in Tucson,
has exhausted his resources In the
search for Ills brother, and he ar
rived in Hermosillo several week ago
financially broke. He appealed to a
friend in Douglas where Tom Grindell
was principal of the public schools,
and In a very short time subscription
papers were taken about the city and
the voluntary offerings ranged from
$20 to $1.
With his new funds-EGrinctell will
be able to fit out another expedition
and prosecute the search for several
months. There is a bare possibility
that Tom Grindell and his party may
be In the mountains somewhere in So- nora Ignorant of the commotion they
have occasioned, but it Is believed by
most people that the party have perished and that their remains will
never be found.

WORKING

ON

Episcopal church.
December 1 The "Broken Hearted
Club" and "Sarah's Young Man," by
local talent, under the auspices of the
Albuquerque woman s club.
December 5 "Marriage of Kitty."
December 7 "Two Merry Tramps."
December 8 "Cousin Kate."
December 16 "Mahara Minstrels."
December 25 "Hooligan in Ne
York."
December 27 "Hans Hanson."

n

Cor.

First street and TIJeras road

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

The St-- Elmo

Wl2as(Br2niJles,Ei$.

-

JOSEPH BARNETT, Propc

and cordial
the
finest line in the city. All goods delivered free. Ernest Meyer & Co., 116
West Silver avenue.
Mothers everywhere praise One Min
ute Cough Cure for the sufferings It
has relieved and the lives of their lit
tie ones it hag saved. A certain cure
for Coughs, Croup and Whooping
Cough. Makes breathing easy, cuts
out phlegm, and draws out the Inflam
mation. Sold by all druggists.
Subscribe for Tb
the new.

HIS

120 West

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
For the reason that

115

Member of Board of Optometry
Examiners.

t0O0OOOOX3C3O
0

'"y

all glasses' prescribed by us.

we can guarantee

Optical Co.
Oebber GOLD
AVE.

Citizen and gel

IMAGINATION

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

Area

R&lTroa

CO.

mx

nswl

Liquor, wines

o o

o o
OUICKEL

BOTHE,

&

Proprietor

0

0

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

0

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
Wine and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
and Domestic
...... .1 rinA.
miA hafll ifmnlrtof an, TlnmAfiVtA Ptfftrfl

0

oooooooeoooooo
IN I
1

& EAKIN,

MEL

Wholesale liquor and

Oar

Dealers

Whlskie. Moet A
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F.
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owner and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 Souta First
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
C.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

N. PEACH & CO.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Automatic 'phone, 535. Office,
West Gold Avenue.

-

.

"You shoiy hab got dat ua
youall rubbln' on 'Ira?"

In

rr.

fustclass

shape fob de race.

Whuch

"Ah'm puttln' a little gasoline on 'ini."
"Gasoline? Whuffoh?"
"He'll smell it an' t'ink dere's one of dent automobeels behln' 'im, an'
he'll jess nachly break is neck f git out of de way ob it."

208 V4l

DRAGOIE

M.
r4- -

LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

Dealer In
KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
O. F. PLATT,
Tobacco,
and
and
Cigar
Groceries,
The real cleaner and dyer. Laall kinds of Fresh Meat.
'
fine
dles
and gentlemen'
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washclothe a specialty. Portiere,
ington Ayenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
Fifth treet. Old 'phone, Red,
26 V2. Automatic 'phone, 675.
Shippin
Movin
Drayin'
XXXOC)COCXOC)COOCxaXXX)COC
FREIGHT!'!

once, you'll
right;
Price
there ain't no gougin'.
u

You have

call

Thanksgiving Needs

By

again.

the Albuquerque

S. T. VANN O. O.

Transfer Men

A. W. HAY DEN

Phones. Auto.

lo: Co..

,Apples
Mnnnce Mestf

Prices that are right.

Place yoar order now.

FARR'S MARKET,

EJJsH

IH5

Thos. F. Keleher

PAINTS,

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST Robes, Horse, Blankets, Etc. PalAVENUE,
RAILROAD
O. BAM- metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
BINI, PROPRIETOR
MERCHANT

-

Black

Eyesight Specialist.
of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician in New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Office Room 9, Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann's drug
store.
President

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Office and Factory
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, 11. M.

I

A Cream

w aWtaka

Albuquerque,

m

-

as Senator Depew's "rantanker-

ARIZONA CATTLE GROWERS' AS'
SOCIATION
WILL HOLD CON'
VENTION AT PHOENIX ON DE'
CEMBER 6.

(C1EAM

9

,

TO MEET

J. N. 1'orter, of Globe, u member of
the executive committee of the Ari
zona Cattle Growers' Association, has
been notified that a meeting of that
organization will be held at I'boenlx,
December 0, the third day of the territorial fair. The notice Is from Capt.
W. H. McKltrlck, president of the as
sociation, aud be urges cattlemen
generally to attend the meeting, as
much business of importance Is to bo
attended to, says the Globe Register.
Those cattlemen of Gila county who
ure not menitiers or the association
should amnatc hemselves with it
without delay, and give their liirlu- ence for furthering the interests of
the cattle growers of Arizona.
The raising of stock Is one of this
territory's most imisirtant enterprises,
and one w hich adds greatly to in taxable wealth as well us to Its general
prosperity and all who arc engaged
in that pursuit should join tin- - association and belji to carry out its objects and purposes.

m

mnd RETAIL

1 1

o

GROWERS

H1CK0BY

WAGONS

Fifty Years the Standard

CATTLE

In

Foundations for frame houses cheaper than common rubble
stone. Let me figure with you. Drop a card and I will calL
CORNMB WALTCB AND (4N74 rm
TrrTM

2

s

o

DW

V. C. GLEVlNGER. Hason Contractor

0

anti-saloo- n

17.00

.. - .
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All

Brock and Feagans

'
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Wnte at once for out Complete Jewelry Catalog No. 16. Free.
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TAILORING

OILS,

Pelt.

AVENUE.
tailoring stiop is up- W9 WEST RAILROAD
29 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage or
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' ex
ii'iU'iice In the business. SultB made
ALL HOME
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
COOKING
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments Boston Baked Beans and Brawn Bread
also cleaned and walking skirts made
every Saturday.
to order. Give me a trial.
401
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
O. BAMBINI.
My nierchaut
stairs over No.

Woman's Exchange

REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
ture set up and crated for shipment.
Rear of Walton' drug store.
L. II. SHOEMAKER.

RANKIN

&

CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE,
LOANS

Automatic phon 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

I

28, 1905.
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SPORTING...
...BREVITIES

WOMEN

umjnaw

in

t

ii

j

Meat Market

MOST ANYTHING

(

t.

AGE SEVEN.

THIRD STREET

OF WASHINGTON.

I A ( t I .t I I f f

111

EVENING CITIZEN

ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

and Salt Meats.
Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
All Kindt of Freeh

i

8team

However, in justice to Al Fields,
the minstrel man. it ought to be explained thai he is not the man of that
name connected with the Mutual Mfe.

Wholesale Grocers

Kaufman is seekinR a match with
Is doln
Smoke the White Lily Cigar.
or his
In spite
me
"If 1 do say it myself, my husband
claim to the championshp by posting
CIGARS
JOE RICHARDS
was one of the best dancers that I
a. forfeit to fight any of the heavies.
ever saw. I remember how everybody
From the way Tommy Murphy Is
11S
W. Railroad ATenua.
liked to dance with him when we went
fighting all comers and beating them,
"
to balls and parties before
he will soon be entitled to a
"When Mr. Smithers and I went to
PIONEER BAKERY
match with Terry McGovern, unless
AND
balls and parties before we were mar-- j
SIMON BA1X.IXO, Proprietor.
Terry should by hook or crook be
THE
CPOOM
GREATEST
Nelrled he was one of the best dancers!
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
ablo to get on a match with Bat
In town," said Mrs. Smithers.
"AH
OF MARRIAGE
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
son and to etow him away, one of the
the girls were just crn.v to d.incpi
nnsKibilitles. but hardly probable.
The tint is the mod crucial time.
We desire patronage and w guarwith him."
,
I know they think I am going out
antee first clasa baking.
If for i
hist time the greatnt
.
It
was perfectly tiatuial for.
"Oh,
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
event in your married lirei ia about
with the tide," said Koieri Mizsim-monsyou to think he was such a good'
to occur, how eiprclant, how wrapt
the other day. "But there's a
dancer," said one of her old friends.!
Established In 1882
up in it yuu find youraelvea.
whole room full ot fellows who are
'
He probably couldn't dance a bit bet-- !
You tiy to overlook, but In aln,
preparing to write" 'Here lies old Kitz.
&
ter than anybody else cetild. , You
that plrmcnt of uncertainty and dan-gr- r
goodbye and God bless him." but they
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
thought so because you loved him."
that iu have been led to expect
will be foiled. I am as confident that
Jas. Heektn & Co.'s Coffees. Ira
"No, indeed, insisted Mrs. Smith
froui the experience of those mothers
I can take O'Brien's measure as I am
Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our alboden's Granite Flour.
ers, "I think so yet."
and fatii.-who
have utruggled
that 1 can still put a slice of steak to
ready well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
tin oideal in ignorance of
thiouih
the bad at one sitting. O'Brien is
MISS F.RMA SHAW.
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
"Well, they mil the lid on in In- clever, but I've got the wallop. Don t
are just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring tbem to ui
Washington, D. C, Nov. 28. Miss diana."
A
forget that."
and we will straighten them out for you.
"Good. Now let. 'em bury It
t
Alathewson and Bowerman, who Erma, the youngest daughter of Secwhat it iv and what does.
Ieslle M. Shaw, of the treasnave been hunting deer in the wilds retary
I
SMd
by
Deacon.
at
thm
the
If
time
ury
every
to
expectant
will
department,
man
er
on
how
Hlllsboro
Creamery Butter Beet
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO
of northern Michigan, are having no Washington society makeseason. The
BACK OF P. O.
and wife might know of this greatest
'Deacon" Fleming slipped in about
this
Earth.
luck whatever and will spend a few
boons,
of
press
long,
for
the
devised
dark
evening
Secretary
last
slender
a
with
Shaw's
ei
retirement
of
weeks In Maine. It is improbable that date
purpose of alleviating and dispelling
Free DellTery.
Order Solicited.
pike. "Deacon" walked tip
Matty will accept the offer to go to was determined by this event. He Is
suffering and consequent dancer
the
on
a
street
he
major.
quit
February
which
When
like
leaves
to
).
drum
Cuba to play in a. series of exhibition
214 South Second Street.
of cliilo einh. how quickly would all
0
lime for the girl to get started as a gets nothing but an appetite he slips
games.
doubt ann worry be dissipated.
West Lafayette
(.)
Sam Thompson, who played right daughter of a cabinet member, rather no the alley.
CLARKVILLB
CO
PRODUCE
Mother's Friend is an Invaluable
'
menilwr.
Indicator.
field for Philadelphia tor many years. than of an
HAT, GRAIN AND FEED
liniment for external massage, through
Is coach of the Albion, Mich., foot ball
whose poirnt agenry countless mothWholesale and Retail
Host Was Guest.
wleven.
Time ha dealt lightly with MADE SIX ERRORS
ers have been enabled to experience
HIDES. PELTS AND TOOL
Miss Bessie Host of Bowerston. afhim and he Is in almont as good conjoy
of
the
parturition for the first
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
ter spending two weeks with friends
dition as when in his palmy days ou
time without danger to themselves or
602 South First Street Both Phones
HAS BEEN OUR SPECIALTY FOR THIRTY YEARS
IN ONE PLAY in Cadiz, "is visiting in this city, the
the diamond. He occasionally plays
their
guest of her sister, Mrs. .las. Sliamp.
base ball. Last season he played right
BRADt ,ILD RTOinJK TOH CO.,
IT.
Steulienville (O.) Gazette.
field with the Detroit Athletic Club,
8TEAM, ELECTRIC, COMPRESSED AIR, GAS OR GASOLINE.
Atlanta, ua.
St. Louis owns a raft of base. bull
and ended the season with a batting players,
riRE
Write ua your condition and we can supply your wants, spepopular
any
more
none
but
Still
Geneva.
Unsettled in
average of .3i5. Sa-- has taken care
INSURANCE.
'
cial Hoist Catalogue on application.
Grady,
Mike
than
the
member
from
At the last meeting of the Grange.
of his money, has a cosy home, a Kennett Square. Pa., who Is rapidly
Secretary Mutual Building
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
It was decided to hold meetings every
charming wile and is enjoying the
Office at .1. C Baldridge's
men in Friday night. Heretofore the Grange
The Hendrie & Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.
closing days of his life as a man wuo becoming one of the richest thing
yard.
H. E. No. 576!).
in
good
town.
a
Mike
that
hat
has met every two weeks. The sub- Department of the Interior. Land Ofhas practiced right living can con- the quarry business,
past
the
for
and
ject for general discussion will be,
4
scientiously do.
TOri A OR API
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Oc1621-163- 9
six years every penny that 'ne can "Should the Man or Woman Build the
Seventeenth Street. DENVER, COLORADO 0
Maity Matthews,
tober 31, 1905.
spare
gone
conseIt.
a
As
Into
has
Fire In Winter." Geneva (O.) Free
champion, will get into the lighting quence today
Notice is hereby given that the fol- Dealers In Groceries, Provisions. Hay,
he can write his name Press.
Grain and Fuel.
gume again. He is in New York look
lowing named settler has filed notice
will
to
liberal
a
a
check
stand
that
ing for any easy picking he can find swelling
of his Intention to make final proof Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
figures.
five
into
you."
fellow
"And
the
wltn
old
said
end Cigars. Place your orders for
among the second raters.
support of his claim, and that said
haB swatted his way In popu- horns, a spiked tail
and a rednot in
this line with ua.
The gridiron has been given a clean larGrady
proof
prowill
be made before the
fandom. lie spear, "you come from Phlladelhpla, I
NORTH THIRD STREET,
to Young also favor with resident
bill of health in regard
bate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexerrors.
for
record
holds
the
believe."
Teddy Roosevelt's broken nose. Thei In a game, and In Chicago, too, by
ico,
on
5, 1905, viz., Ger
December
"I do," replied the latest arrival.
General Building Supplies
damaged olfactory organ is the result
w
way, Mike, at workon the Giants
REDUCED PRICE3
"Ha: Hal I will grve you a job as trude Heco, idow of Francisco Heco.
of a boxing bout. Score a touchdown the
And night wutchman and you'll turn In a deceased, of Valencia countv. for the
errors.
corner,
made
six
third
18.00;
Plates,
On
Work.
Dental
for the pigskin.
S4 SE'4. NW'4 SE4. SYV4 NE4, Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
came In the first Inning, and report on the automatic
detector of
Beals C. Wright, national tennis theytheall same
section 28, township 12 north,
play. With the death of every ten minutes.
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
Your bedroom ranee
champion, is playing a series of games on
7 west.
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
Chicago
single
the
a
had
three
player,
EOc.
right
over
will
be
All guaranteed.
the
loiler
the
on the Pacific coast, but tnus far has corners occupied.
He
names
following
witnesses
the
a
came
Down
works."
shown very potr form. He has failed
to prove his continuous residence
upon
to Impress the westerners with his
and cultivation of Baid land,
style of play.
viz., Juan Bautiste Kowemlsneh,
Committees have been appointed by
Powto, Jose
and
crucciiicu mji a in u II u 3
the Kansas and Nebraska universities
Alon.a, all of Laguna, New Mexto meet after the close of the present
ico.
BELOW THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
MANUEL, K. OTERO,
foot ball season and try to adjust the
,
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
differences that have prevented a
Register.
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
meeting of their elevens for several
Room 17, N. T. Armijo Building.
COST,
AT
DIAMOND EVEN
IT WOULD
years. Effort probably will be made
"Mother was lucky" papa bought a
still pay you to buy It from us, as we are In a position to sell diagas raDge.
to bring Missouri into a triple allimonds that have been pawned to us at 20 per cent less than retail
ance, which should make an effective
The Fueiir Undertaking Company
e
organization In the
jewelers buy at wholesale.
The proceeds of the games thus far
' Successors to Edwards ft Foehr
The Man You Can Trust
ROSENFIELO, The Pawnbroker.
participated in by the Wisconsin foot
307 West Railroad Avenae.
ball eleven aggregate f 32,000. And yet
118
avenue,
to
next
door
St. Elmo, Albuquerque. N.
Railroad
the
Oav or Night
Bath 'Phones.
there Is talk of eliminating- foot ball
tickets bought and so.ld transactions guaranteed.
from some of the colleges.
C
In a little speech at. a boxing exhibition in Chicago, the other night, GRADY'S
STAR PERFORM ANCE.
Tommy Ryan announced his perpetual
to Uraay. First he fumbled
STICKING TO A CONTRACT.
retirement from the ring. The fight grounder
fans supposed Tommy had retired a it. Then he chucked it over the first
Is one of our good points. We do not
long time ago and they were laugh baseman's head. He got the throwand
General houaecleanlng
back near the pitcher's box, Btul muffrepudiate figures on estimates, and'
ing when they eald goodbye.
job work promptly done.
It.
Recovering
the ball he whirled
Frank Meier of St. Louis, who play- ed
we follow every detail closely. We do
Indigestion.
you
by
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If
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it
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ed short stop and first base for Princeonly
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little
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AVE.
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and we charge only reasonable prices
attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
and will report for duty In the another tearing In from third. Mike
bad shortness of breath, rapid heart beats,
work. .We find that this
for first-clas- s
spring. Meier is said to be a bard dropped the catcher's return, and then
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
tossed It wild to third, trying to head
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hitter and all the other
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stomach
Indigestion
man
Calling Him Down.
who made the hit. It
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cost his side the came.
elimination race, will probably be seen
Viaduct, on First Street
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"Humph,
any
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ing. He's lucky he wasn't skinned."
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t
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pleted wherehy he will drive, the Pre
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
from the annual report of Secretary wasn't a bit easier than the Insurmier car thai was built for the van of
Agriculture Wilson, which has just ance companies.
derbilt cup race, but was not finished been
G. E. GUSTAF80N, Proprietor.
issued:
on time. The car has been brought
A Springfield. O.. boy of 9 has writ- - rftfrt whal m MtL taltM that strain off
Total agricultural
wealth producdown to a weight of 2,l!iu pounds, and
O. DIN 8 DALE
ten a musical comedy. The boy has rf u,, heartend contributes nourishment,
j,Oii0,iUMl.
Robertson believes it capable of great tion, $i,41
one great advantage in his work. He .tnnnth ud hulth tn
of
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Ui.
during
luerease
in
farms
urns
value
speed.
hadn't seen many of those now on the 'body. Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
year, f ,I33,imiii,ihm).
Proprietors.
G. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. 8CHMALMAACK.
Young Corbett thinks so well of lastDaily
increase, $3,4i0,000.
Stomach, Inflammation or tea mucous
""s"'
himself since he has handed the sleep
Corn production, 2.7uS.uO0,0OO bushmembranes liniiur the Stomach and Digee- producer to a string of
Boarding Horses a Specialty
Oid you tell any of your friends tire Tract, Nerrous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
value. $1.25o,iM)0,0(iu.
that he will try to get a match with els;Hay,
:
marry
man
r
me
rauu
ne
uie
of
Stomach.
the
$ti(l5,(ii)ii,(iii0;
$375,000,-oiii- i;
cotton,
i
Jimmy Britt. If he is successful, which
asked.
wheat, $.125,011(1,000; oats,
is unlikely, the beating Jimmy will
ARwrlnr,myfoo4wTMMdJiwaMbiawlrln
"No. Harold," she replied sweetly,
potatoes,
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE- S$138,000,000;
barley,
give him will be an everlasting reI
"I didn't.
would hesitate a Ion
$58,000,0(11);
$52,000,001);
NOTARY PUBLIC.
tobacco,
minder that his ring days are over.
I decided which I w ould (jauraiir. Afur Mine Imw boalM I an curad.
time
before
t
cane and suar beets, $5(l,i)ii0,0H0;
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Corbett still retains some of his old
MRS. L0R1NO NICHOLS, Pua Ysa, M. T.
do."
rather
Automatic Telephone, 174.
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There is nothing so good for a sore of
V
people more impatient than ever
a KAUBLB. Marade. O. ee says that beSAMhasKEE
The city of Chicago charges 150 a throat as Dr. Thomas' Electric
oil. to have that Mae Wood case tried.
lots of pretty V
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
117 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE,
day for foot ball or base ball games Cures in a few hours.
Relieves any
things, comprising Toys, Indian
Digests
f
when played in an enclosure that pain In any part.
e Curios, Mexican Drawnwork, and
Doan's Regulets cure constipation.
The
seats more than 1.5n0 people.
tone the stomach, stimulate the liver, ruc whu
Chinese and Japanese goods, for
Chicago council gets its "hit" out of
m
Spend
your
leisure time at the pool promote digestion and appetite and
I e Christmas.
mHtriUAt
everything with a money attachment hall at No. 115
s
a.
I
at
ao.,omt,
West Railroad ave- easy passages of the bowels. Ask Ifiii, T
In
215 South Second Street. V
that comes along.
nue.
.
your druggist for them. 2.1c a box.
For sale by al druggiata.
One of I he must serious objections
to the big foot ball games is the lack
of room to accommodate all who
would like to see the game. When a
sport becomes so unpopular that only
40,(100 or 50.
people can be seated
in the stands and innumerable thousands are turned away from lack of
room the situation is really serious.
aiisiN-- J
mUm
V4btV
JL'irvD
Probably the elimination of roughness
would make room for everybody who
wished to see the games.
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Ous.Riihlin, but the latter
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Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

LAS VEGAS

GROSS,' KELLY & CO., INC.
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FOUND AT LAST
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Stapl and Fancy
Groceries
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"'Red Wagons"
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New Planing Mill

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure
mn

special Machinery
HIGHLAND LIVER
STABLE

The Williams

Dg

Co.

I

$282,-000,00- 0;

gfkS5Z322

su-K- ar

.Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

B. A. SLEYSTERZ
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What You Eat

Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

n

WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRADE
For nrouertv at I.os Cerrillos? Cost
I 'Tiii:
of
trading
M ice,
cost. A .snap, if you ran use the
be afraid to talk
property. Don't
with me. T. L. McSpadden. 200 South
Broadway.
A full line of liquors, wines and
Family trade a specialty. Er
neat Meyers 4. Co., 116 West Silver
Avenue.
one-ha'.-

i

f

(k

Santa Re Railway

70-fo-

ALL

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAtfMS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded, (many of them improved by cuKivatlon); no
coal and wood yard, drug store, harness simp, etc , etc. Also a
modern hotel.

GO OVER

or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
Wo need a

flrst-clas-

g

TO BELEN,

EAST AND WEST. NORTH

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill,

flrst-clas-

j

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW ANp TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

CANOVCATrUHTiC

Plouinl Pi!iUM

Never
id in hu.k. Tt
tO

t
o
Oltsruug
:

ot The Atchison. Topeha

Cut-o- ff

Of 1.000 busluets and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with Lroa.l SO and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and srand old sb.i.le trees; publh; bfbool bouse, costing $16,000; churches. Commercial club; a population of 1.500 inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Helen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrel daily; large winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Helen is the largest shipping point for wool, fl"Mr, wheat, wine, beans and hay In Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city In the mar future cannot be estimated.

rr

.

A

The Bclen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

bii

Glraiite)d

mLmi

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico
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ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN
Sectarian Benevolent association that
if they take in more money by the
dance than arc 'he expenses of the
same, they will divide evenly with
the association. The club expects to
0
use their half of the profits In renting
club rooms for the ensuing year.
Manager Cheatham, of the AlvaraWEATHER INDICATIONS.
do, is making big preparations
Tor
Thanksgiving dinner, which will begin
Fair and colder tonight. Wednes- - at 6 p. m., and of course, continuing
day fair.
long enough for everybody to get their
I
HI of Thanksgiving
turkey. Col.
post
Sunday
office
will
The
observe
Cheatham Is from the knobs
Spen
hours on Thanksgiving while all the cer county, Ky., where someof of the
banks will be closed all day.
finest turkeys In the world are raised,
See J. M. lletherlngton in the slave and he has a big gobbler which he
scene in Dnmon and Pythian, at the intends to dish up on Thanksgiving.
Elks opera house, November 29.
Of course more cobblers than one will
The Woman's Guild of St. John's be killed for the Thanksgiving feast
church will meet on Wednesday af- at the Alvarado. but the colonel says
the Juiciest bird of them all will be
ternoon at 2:30, in the Guild hall.
I. A. Dye was a passenger for Las the gobbler ' from his old home in
Vegas this morning. Mr. Dye has a Kentucky.
K. Soughimiiia, the recent nelec- lumber yard at the Meadow City.
tlon of the Japanese Mikado for minopera
present
From
indications the
to Mexico, together with his wife
house will be well filled to witness ister
Mrs. Sougliimura's maid and T.
and
great
the
drama, Damon und Pythias, Kobayasbl, thancelor of the Japanese
given by local talent.
legation in the City of Mexico, ar
The management of the Commercial rived at lsleta from San Francisco;
club desires to announce that the Monday and were transferred to bedance to he tendered on Thanksgiving lated train No. from the west. The
evening will he the annual function, party proceeded shortly afterwards to
hop.
and not the
tne Mexican capital, where Mr.
The local representative Of the Rex Songhlmura will assume his duties.
Hitters company, of Chicago, is dis
Rev. Mary J. Borden, the president
tributing .around among the bloods of of th New Mexico Woman's Chriscity
some unique advertising cards tian Temperance union, has returned
the
and some of them are exceptionally to the city from southern California.
One.
The popular lady in the great reform
W. J. Dixon, who has been cashier work attended the sessions
of the
at the Alvarado for the past several National union at Los Angeles, and
months, has been ordered to the El then went on to San Diego, where she
Tovar, at the Grand canyon. A young visited friends for a couple of weeks.
man from Needles will succeed Mr. She reports having had a fine visit,
and met a number of
Dixon at the Alvarado.
Robert Reapan, a well known vet- - citizens who are doing well in south-era! of the Civil war, had the misfor- ern California.
F. E. Goldsmith, of Detroit, Mich.,
tune to lone a $.1(0 pension certificate
recently. The banks have been warn who was here last year and had
ed to De on the lookout for the cer charge of the local athletic club quartificate and Mr. Reagan offers a re ters as instructor, Is again in the city
and may continue west to southern
ward for its return.
Marriage licenses were granted in California. He, however, will remain
Probate Clerk Summer's office yester in the city for a short time, before
Mag' determining where he will reside in
day to the following persons:
gie O'Donnell and Joe Montana; Flor the future.
ence Dillon and Frank Denno, all of
Even out In Hell canyon, about fifAlbuquerque, and Anita Montoya and teen miles from the city, deer roam
at will. Lust Sunday, while F. H.
Manford Padilla of Los Padillas.
Of all the new plays and comedies Kent was at his camp, a big buck
offered to theater goers last season came In shooting distance, but the
none achieved such splendid success commodore did not have a firearm to
as "The Marriage of Kitty," which use, and the big antler passed on
will soon be presented in this cRy
with Alice Johnson at the head of an
There will be a recital Thanksgivunusually clever organization.
ing evening at the First Methodist
Dr. C. H. Conner, the prominent Episcopal church, given by Mr. John
osteopath, who has been ill for some Wesley Beane, tenor, assisted by the
time, was taken suddenly worse yes- Lyric Male quartette and
local artists.
terday and his condition Is reported
Cloth Gaiters for Women and Men,
as being critical. An erroneous re
port gained currency about the city 3."c to 75c. All wool Jersey laggings
this morning to the effect that Dr. for Children, Misses
and Women,
75c, 85c and $1. Lambs' Wool SlipConner was dead.
per
Soles
for Children. Women and
It Is understood that
Bernard
scnuster, of El Paso, has been ap Men, 2ic to 35c. at C. May's shoe
314
store,
West Railroad avenue.
manager
pointed district
for the
Equitable
Life Assurance society,
Male Quartette will be
with headquarters in El Paso. Mr oneThe Lyric,.
musical attractions
Schuster's district
West at of the special
embraces
Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and the of Learnard & Lindemann's opening
their new store this evening.
northern part of Mexico.
The regulur meeting of G. K. War
NOTICE TO THE PIBLIC
ren Post No. 5, G. A. R., will be held
n I. O. O. F. hall next Saturday night.
Having disposed of the AlbuquerDecember 2, at 7 o'clock. Officers for
the ensuing year will he elected and que Transfer company, of which the
other important business transacted. undersigned was proprietor, I hereby
All comrades are earnestly requested notify all indebted to me that all acto be present. J. G. Caldwell. P. C. counts must be, paid at once. I will
retain my old office, No. 110 West
W. W. McDonald, Adjt.
J. D. Tiraway. the Denver contrac Gold avenue, until accounts are setGEORGE M. BACCUS.
tor, who Is at present engaged in lay tled.
ing a macadam road from Fort Win
SHADE TREES.
gae to the Santa Fe road at Win-gat- e I will receive
in a few days a car
station, returned to Wingate last load of lawn and street
trees, and havnight, after having spent several days ing more than I need for present
rebuying supplies, Mr. quirements, I will dispose of
in the city
the surTirsway expects to have his contract plus at 1 each.
at Wingate finished within ten days.
They are fine specimens, twelve to
A well known clerk of the city, a fifteen feet high, with
stems,
prominent member of the clerks' unand cost me from fifty to seventy
ion, says that all of the stores In the cents each at wholesale, f. o. b., at the
city will be closed during the entire nursery. The varieties are Weir's
day Thursday, November 30, on ac- cut leaved maple, tulip tree, hack-berrcount of Thanksgiving. The business
and American white elm.
houses will remain open until 9 or 10
M. P. 8TAMM.
o'clock Wednesday evening for the
accommodation of those who have
shopping to do.
ON'T forget the flowers for
Mrs. Menlchlua Dinelll, mother of
the Thanksgiving table, and
the proprietor of the Rico cafe, ac
the decorations for the dining
companied by her son, who resides In
room. Better order from us NOW,
California, left for Genoa, Italy, where
and you'll be sure to get them on
they will spend the greater part of
time,
1 hey take
passage on
the winter,
Carefnl attention given to
the French line steamer "La Lororders.
Flowers packed
raine" from New York on Thanksgiv
by us keep fresh and fragrant.
ing day. Mrs. Dinelll purchased her
teamship tickets from Paul Teutscb
FLORIST '
the local steamship ticket broker.
The public Is cordially Invited to at
319 West Santa Fe avenue.
tend the foramal opening of Learn- Auto Phone 718.
ard & Lindemann's new music store
on Gold avenue, arrangements
for
which have just been completed. An
Interesting program has been arrang
ed. Mr. lsioudin will play a selection
on the cello, a reportoire of late musical hits will be rendered by Mr.
Hadden, an accomplished violiuiht, the
Alvarado trio will entertain, and Mr.
Haven will elng a vocal solo.
CHAS. F. MYERS.
The Gogalion club Is making elaborate arangements for the Thanksgiving dance to be .given In the Elks
opera house ball room on Thursday
night. The members of the Gogalion
club have some philanthropic motives
as well as the motives Implied by the
They
name of the club
have promised the ladies of the Non- -

LOCAL AND

WEST RAILPOADAVE.y

Children's Shoes
g

THEY HAVE THH RIGHT SHAPE TO FIT THE FOOT CORRECTLY. THEY HAVE LOTS OF STYLE.
THEY ARE MADE OF
M ATERIAIjS THROUGHOUT
STRONG
AND GIVE SPLENDID
SERVICE.

FOR GIRLS
VICI KID.

to

",

5e

to

S4 to

8.
$1.25.

to

$1.H

11,
$1.6.1.

1lVito 2.
$1.25 to $2.25.

BOX CALF.

to

$1.1

to

$1.40

$1.26.

$1.65.

$i.r.n to $1.8.'

PATENT KID.
$1.85.

$2.25.

FOR BOYS
to 2.
$1.40 to $1.85.

$1.00 to 11.25

$1.66

to

5M,
$1.65 to $2.00.
2Va

CALF.

BOX

to $!.

$1.40

to $2.00.

to $2.25.

$1.75

KOOOO00O0 00000040000
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Remember Thanksgiving!
It's rapidly approaching, and rani ember also that our store affords
the best facilities for the selection of
the beet groceries
and table delicacies. Everything
that tends to
make your Thanksgiving
dinner a
Source of gastronomic delight, will be
found in our stock, which lias been
provided for the
most carefully
Thanksgiving season.
t

F. F. TROTTER

Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. -- Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

Lttmbeis
ALBUQUERQUE

.

LUMBER

CO.

First and Marquette, - Albuquerque, N. M.

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard

THE GENUINE

piano,

tint

CHICKERING

The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

THE WIIITSON MUSIC CO.
114
SOUTH 8ECOMO AT R SET.
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which flU like a nut In Its shell about the kind of Clothe

truism

THE KIND OF

AND OVERCOATS

ES-S- UITS

H

ON

SALE

HERE

this store sells.
THIS FALL ARE

UP TO THE HIGHEST STATE OF PERFECTION.

TAILORED

PERFECT FIT, PERFECT CLOTH, PERFECT WORKMAN8HIP.
A

CLASS

BY

THEMSELVES

STANDING

BY THEM8ELVES

ABOVE

ANYTHING

EVER

IN THE SOUTHWEST.

ON SALE

We'll Prove It to You:

Suits sell at $10.00 to $30.00, Overcoats $8.00 to $27.50

SIMON STERN,

Tho Railroad Avenue Clothier

semi-monthl- y

12Vi

12.

A

!

SATIN CALF.
H to

28, 1905.

"Some Men Are Great Because Those
Who Surround Them Are Small"

PERSONAL

314

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

O00000000

r

NEW
LINE OF PICTURE
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- 5 TURES FRAMED BEFORE THE
HOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUD- SON, NO. 118 NORTH SECOND

STREET.

jxmt forget

t IiIb

Signet Rings
lililHI
3

evening Learnard

6 Lindemann give an opening musical
program at their new store.
invited.
GRAND

:

You

are

always acceptable presents for either ladies or gentlemen. We
engrave them free of charge, and we assure you they will please.
Call and see w"hat we have to offer you.
Are

BALL.

Thanksgiving night, Elks ball room.
Tickets $1.00. Ladies free. Given by
the
GOGALION

CLUB.

You can hear the Alvarado trio at
Learnard & Lindemann's opening this
evening.

MAYNARD,

Dr. Connor, osteopathic physician,
has opened his office with Dr. E. B.
Hart, of the A. T. Sill infirmary,
Kirksville, Mo., assisting.

119 SOUTH SECOND STREET.

xoooooooo oooooo'
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The Icwtler
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

omomos

t

"

AT 10W PRICES

ACADEMY.

Saturday nights at Col-- r
ombo hall. Instructions from 8
to 9 o'clock. Social dancing
from 9 to 12 o'clock.

AAA

have a large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
Bell before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than ship
them to an eastern wholesale' market.

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
114 WEST RAILROAD

ALBUQUERQUE DANCING

Open

"

I

AVENUE.

0
8

M.

rnuuuuuitu
"

DIAMONDS

UNREDEEMED PLEDGES

0

A A A A

Kaffir Corn, for your chickens.
cheaper than wheat; $1.60

V

100

pounds.

Star Hay and Grain

The ladies of the

Bet-ter.an- d

per
Co.

German lodge

will give a MASQUERADE BALL on

Tuesday night, November 28, at the
Mono" hall
Masks raised at the

T.PsJ

PLUMBING
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

y

J

BOOKS.

STATIONERY.

Up to date Picture Framing.

Newcomer Book and Art Store
NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.

This Store Will Lengthen Your Christmas Purse
BEAUTIFUL LINE OF DOLL

A

CARRIAGES

AND

HOLIDAY

GOODS GALORE.

BEST

IN

TALKING

MACHINES.

COLUMBIA

GRAPHAPHONES

ind Supplies.

CIGARS.

CANDY.

DIAMONDS

a nought right are a good Investment. Our prices are right. We lnviu
you to coll and examine the beautl ul diamond goods we are offering; also
W'Qi

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

D

LARGEST STOCK

In

THE SOUTHWEST

out-of-to-

IVES,

WHITNEY COMPANY

e

3S. cT.

lECO)

SEE

WINDOW

J

"IF

C0o

a

WM. M'INTOSH.

Proprietors

HARDWARE

CALL AND 8EE OUR FINE LINE. WE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY.
AND GREAT WESTERN HEATERS. RADIANT HOME, AMERICAN
MEAL, JOHN VAN AND PACIFIC STEEL RANGES.
GALVANIZED

0

North Fint Street

401-40- 3

RETAIL.

We Garry "The Best" Heaters

n,

you wish to get more for
your dollar than a dollar
will buy elsewhere. The
suits we are offering at $15
and $18 will not last long
in the face of such a price,
for they look like more dollars than those we
ask you to pay

South First Street

1

WHOLESALE

If

Men's and Boys' Overcoats

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. y.lte for Prices

and Ranges

COLE'S "HOT BLAST," "TUBULAR" HOT DRAFT, MOUNTAIN OAK
HOME BASE BURNERS. 8UPERI0R QUICK
GEM AND PERFECT
AND JAPANED COAL HODS, FIRE SHOVELS, POKERS, ETC.
COLE'S HOT BLAST

SHEET IIIOX HEATERS.

t
Q

o
0
0
0
0

i

0

J

AND AMMUNITION.

OF FOOD

CHOPPERS,

CAKE MAKERS.

MAKERS,

Rubbers. Slickers, Rubber Boots

0
0

Mm i

STUDEBAKER WAGONS AND BUGGIES.
MACHINISTS' TOOLS A SPEC ALTY.

THE

0

...

OF

WE CARRY THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK
BREAD

,

RIFLES, SHOTGUNS
WE INVITE THE TRADE TO INSPECT THEM.

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW STOCK

DISPLAY

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
119, West Gold Ave.
122 South Second St.

..

0

No. 215 West Railroad Avenue

FAMOUS

-

Albuquerque, New Mexico

9
0

